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DEAD SEA SCROLLS
Unarguable proof the Bible is our history…

DEAD SEA
Qumran - where the scrolls were found - on the banks of the Dead Sea - obviously - Israel

Caves where Scrolls had been stored for 2000 years

Sealed jars they were stored in

Place where they may have been transcribed

P.S. Even though all texts referenced support “hyperlinks”, please look them up too in your Bible and underline them as a record for the future, plus you
can verify I have not taken them out of context - very important!
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INTRODUCTION
There are two things that mark the importance of January 1947;
One - the year and month that marks my birthday, celebrated every year for
some 69 years by now, where has time gone…..
Second - it is the very month and year the Dead Sea Scrolls were found, in a
cave (See above) near the “Dead Sea”, of course.
In that cave, preserved in mostly sealed earthen jars, were found hand
transcribed copies of the Holy Scriptures, most were “God preserved
documents” no doubt, that have been handed down to us from the ancients,
dated to be as old as 2,150 years, as of 1947 AD.
That dates them back to the year 200 BC ±.
That’s “196 years before the Messiah, of the Christian world, was born” in
4BC.

A larger portion of “a book of the Bible” as found in 1947AD
Most were fragments, yet enough to “authenticate our Bible of today”

In those manuscripts were found enough evidence “that proves” the
scriptures we have of the “Old Testament” writings, in the modern Bibles we
hold in our hands today, agree with those copies of the ancient manuscripts.
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Verifying once and for all the scriptures we have today; “are at least as old as
those manuscripts” from 200BC – (In common terms “BC” means “before
Christ”).
Thus both; “today’s Bible and the Dead Sea scrolls”, prove each other as Gods
history “transcribed from His hand as it were - through His patriarchs,
prophets and kings”, who then passed them down “religiously”, and that’s an
important point, because, they were inherent witnesses of God by virtue of
their ancestry alone, and, this argument I’m going to prove hands down with
even greater evidence.
In other words; the religious men of God wrote and handed down the story of
the one and only “God” – “the Creator God of the universe”, whose existence
“in reality”, was held sacred (religiously so) from Adam 4004BC to 200 BC, and,
thusly so: they are (the Scriptures) the story of mankind, “that none doubted”
who believed in God, clear up to the 17th century AD mind you (“AD” means
“After the death of Christ” in common terms).
The famous Moses, of the “Ten Commandments” notoriety; began to
document those records during the Exodus, of the accounts that had been
“religiously” repeated from Creation and then compiled to his death, “as
mankind’s history” as passed down to him by his predecessors, of whom,
“each one”, including Moses, had themselves personally encountered
the “One God of all Gods”
who was known incidentally
by all the present Intellectuals
we are going to discover
both religious and not.
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Especially of course by those who saw Gods hand as He dealt personally with
mankind, before and after the flood, and it just makes sense that all who lived
beyond that time, would know of the eye witness account of an event of “such
magnitude”, well, it would be simply unforgettable, “despite the many years”
as it is today, since that account is found in nearly every population
worldwide.
Why?
We know, and tell of them even today, in the movies, right, and it doesn’t
matter either, whether we want to believe them or not, they are a part of our
history “undeniably so”, especially the flood, because, as I said, it is accounted
for in just about every language group and tongue known today across the
world. They all speak of this cataclysmic event (Search www.amazon.com
“Animal Stories Ancion” for a real eye opener) especially if you have bought
into the latest lie that our history, including mankind, came out of Africa
billions of years ago.
What many do not realize, according to the real history; “there were only
three generations” of the families who passed down that history of the
Creator (world history mind you) before the flood.
Here is the abbreviated account; “Adams” son “Seth” lived and overlapped
with “Noah” who, of the eight that passed through that flood, witnessed
mankind’s history before and after.
So the story of the flood as well as “mankind’s roots, and the reality of his
Creator” was known “first hand” as it were by “Noah”, who, got it straight
from the mouth of Adams son, who got it straight from the mouth of his
father “who saw (or realized) his wife was a created being like himself (not as
a monkey but a complete thinking being, and God forbid not as an “ameba”
that evolved over billions of years. Read my book!).
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So Adam had no doubts “naturally so” God was his creator, because he
interacted with his Creator, and his mind “was not the mind of a monkey, but
a mind next to angelic, as was the Messiahs, just a little lower (Hebrews 2) was
man created.
Noah himself was called personally by God to carry on His (Gods) history to
the new world, via the flood, and He did so by word of mouth.
Noah then passed that knowledge down the line to Abraham, who passed it
down to Moses (Raised an Egyptian, but a Jew by descent – thus well
informed), who then passed it down to Daniel “via scrolls”, and it was then “in
that age (5th century BC)” that all the past history, as well as the future history,
both of “Gods linage” and “contemporary mans linage”, was being recorded
and preserved for posterity, one on parchments the other on stone.
Even though there were records that pre-date that age, (back as far as (2500±
BC), it was then in that beginning age of Empires, “that the World Societies”
began to form, each with their respective history, and those records (on stone
and scrolls) were on the shelves of “the kings of the society ruling in those
years” as well as the shelves of “the followers of God”.
In the mid to late 1800’s (AD), many archeological discoveries were unearthed
proving the dates and events that took place in those years as actual, and in
the city of Nineveh alone (today being destroyed by ISIS “Satan’s cohorts” to
try and destroy all accounts of our past especially those of God), in the city of
Nineveh alone; some twenty thousand tablets of stone were found in just
“one kings library”, that told the story of man’s descent derived from both
“contemporary and religious” events alike.
Mixed in of course were the many myths that had been created by the
degenerate ancestry of Cain’s race, set to pervert and destroy anything that
has to do with the real truth, and, so it is today, and we wonder why the world
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is in such kayos and perversion when that history has also been passed down
to us for discovery.

CREATION TABLETS

FLOOD TABLETS

SODOM & GOMORRAH

“Gods history” has survived “intact” primarily;
One - because God has obviously seen fit to keep it for mankind’s sake”, and
two - “because it was handed down religiously by men chosen by God to do
so”, and they did it “in respect of course to the One God, their Creator”.
So, Gods Word, our history according to Him, was meticulously hand copied
word for word, verse to verse with religious scrutiny, and after many years,
and the inventing of the printing press, it was eventually cannoned into the
Bible we hold today (15th century AD), and, as “the Dead Sea scrolls” have
shown us “it is the preserved word of God”, and, really think about this and
the following;
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“If, these compilations are the story of God, of which they are no doubt as we
will see even more clearly, don’t you think He (God) has seen fit to preserve it
- as it truly was”?
We are talking God here friend, so, do you not think He has seen fit to not let
it be perverted and lost in time, as it has always been under the attack of the
enemies of God from heaven to earth, and furthermore get this;
We know for sure the Dead Sea Scrolls were transcribed some 196 years
before the Messiah came to the earth, and the Messiah was the focal point of
His church, being the “One” God would send to save mankind from evil, who
they, religious mankind anyway, had been looking forward to come since
Adam (for 4205 years), and, get this now; “who came incidentally according to
Biblical prophecy in the very year predicted by the scriptures”, and, (an
important point) who came as God’s Son, who then; verified (and testified –
left a testimony) to their validity as Gods Word, as His history, as mankind’s
history according to God.
Did you catch the significance of that?
If you can see it; that’s a double blinded test of the Scriptures authority “as
Gods Word preserved”, and we can take that to the bank as well, say no more.
I could stop now, but you still aren’t 100% convinced yet, or figured out what
I’m leading to in this, in seeing the importance to our salvation in this, so we
must add more proofs for you to be “holy” convinced, but “you will be” Luke,
“you will be, I promise!”
Certainly, since God was the author and maker of the history of mankind, yes,
of course He would preserve it, and if for no other reason than “for our
benefit”.
However, I’m sorry to report, the scriptures throughout time, by Gods
enemies, has always been under assault, and even the churches God
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established; first the Jewish and then the Gentile through Christ, both have
attempted to alter it, and the latter having done so during the Dark Ages,
“rightfully called”; when the authenticity of the Bible was nearly lost in that
long stretch of time (1260 years to be Biblically accurate), not only by
perversion of those scriptures, but by men wanting to actually burn it out of
existence, and it’s followers as well, burned “at the stake”, to remove them
and their testimony out of existence (Rev. 12:10-‘11’-12), and friend, that
nearly happened (See www.mosescats.com “Revolution” for details)
But God; hid His followers during that long dark period (Rev. 12:14, 1260
prophetic days = 1260 years), God hid them (as he hid Elijah and the prophets
under similar circumstances – I kings 19:8-10), and those faithful (His church
“symbolized by a woman in prophecy”) those faithful, that were hidden by
God during that long Dark period of religious persecution and scriptural
perversion, were the preservers and transcribers of God’s word, (as well as
were the Dead Sea scroll people), they were hidden away by Him in the
mountains of Europe from the enemy (Rev. 12:16), but in time as God set,
“that enemy was put down” by His “predicted intervention”, and friend, in the
very year predicted of course (Rev. 13:3, 1798 AD).
After that time, the Beast (So-called) being out of commission; His people (the
last day remnant church) could now come out of hiding, after that prophetic
and historical year of 1798AD, His church, being those who were still carrying
His true unadulterated Word (the Holy Scriptures), that people (church) were
then able spread the Gospel message, and, even though today, as the beasts
deadly wound was healed in 1929AD (“her full power has not yet been
attained” as described in Rev. 13), Gods faithful (remnant people-church) “to
date”; has carried His Word out into nearly all the known world. (Just as John
saw it going in prophecy Rev. 14).
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Thus the Gospel has been passed down to us, present mankind, just as His
Word had been passed down throughout time; from Adam to Moses by word
of mouth and by “unchanged” documentation from Moses to now, by “ all
the religious believers of the One God, the Creator God, who gave us all
(Mankind) life, and thusly God has preserved that life” as only He can do,
along with His Word (the everlasting Gospel) “the holy Scriptures”.
Man certainly has no power to do so alone, and he has shown his inability to
preserve anything without polluting or destroying it, and as far as preserving
life itself “especially life beyond the 100+ years or so we’ve been given”, thus,
never will any man be able to sustain “life beyond death - despite the hype”.
Naturally then, man cannot promise us what the Creator can; and that is life
eternal beyond death, as we once had in the beginning at creation.
So, Let us ask ourselves the big question then;

“Is Gods story, as found
in the pages of the Holy Bible,
creditable or not?”
Sir Isaac Newton, the Icon of “the real Scientific age (not the theoretical one)”
thought so, and he expounded upon those scriptures, and especially the ones
dealing with prophecy (Daniel and Revelation), and listen;
“If there was anyone who could prove the scriptures are nothing more than
“myths” and in any way suspect, it would have been him.
Would it not?
For he saw enough of history, as passed down to his time, to make fair
judgment in comparing Gods prophecies to that history, as to whether Gods
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Bible was an accurate account or not, obviously inspiring him to write a book
about it; not to destroy Gods word through prophecy, but to preserve its
credibility, and, as we will see “exposing Gods enemies in doing so.”

This then is where the Dead Sea scrolls come into play, (as if I haven’t given
enough evidence already), this is where the Dead Sea scrolls offer us
unarguable proof “as evidenced” by Gods prophecies.
Prophecies that have been known, or at least have been available to all
functioning societies throughout the ages, proving “the Word of God has been
preserved” despite its many enemies over the log years man has been alive.
Enemies of the Word trying to prove they are myths etc. or mean something
other than what God is really saying, enemies both individually and corporally,
scientifically and yes, religiously as well, making the false churches then
“naturally” the most guilty and powerful over the many years.
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She first tried to prove the scriptures, especially the ones about her,
otherwise, but when she couldn’t, she tried to eliminate the Bibles by burning
the word away (French Revolution), or extinguishing the testifiers of the Word
through persecution, some by fire also (Reformation), but when this strategy
backfired she simply perverted the word and especially the prophecies of God
and made them of nun effect, even changing Gods Covenant to make herself
seem godlike.
Just as she and her protestant converts are doing today, and yet, while still
claiming to believe scripture and the parts of the old testament that agrees
with their doctrines, but mostly by using the new testament Bible as the only
Word of God she can confuse the truths, and thusly by not following the Bible
as a whole “Old and New” she/they can manipulate Gods words, which define
Gods ways and not theirs and their traditions, thus, as we should all be able to
see, the Bible has “nun effect for them or their converts”, and really friend;
Haven’t we ever wondered why there are so many claiming christian (so-called
with small “c”) religions out there? Each saying something different from the
next, and none speak for God “as God would have them speak anyway”,
especially the one “who most of the prophecies point to as the original
religious perverter of God’s word, the Abomination of desolation spoken of by
the Messiah” (Matthew 24:14-15, thru Daniel “His” prophet).
This power, this perverter of Gods religion is the desolater “if just of the
scriptures alone”, just as the scriptures, we are going to see, expose her to
have been, giving as well all of “her earmarks” that define her as being the
“666 Beast of prophecy” (Rev. 13:18) who, get this now; “has daughters of her
making” (Rev. 17:1-5).
Please stay tuned it’s just getting interesting, well, at least it is to me every
time I think about this history, Gods prophetic history given in advance, and
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equate this subject to things pointing to the reality of God, including such
things as “the Dead Sea Scrolls”.
Sir Isaac Newton found the Bible interesting as well as we will discover, so,
maybe I can stimulate you to feel the same way about our creator God and His
Word?
His Word, found in His Holy scriptures, the Cannoned Bible, is our story, the
worlds story, the story of our beginnings, of our present state “and our future
possibilities for eternal life.”
If that doesn’t stimulate you to want to know more you may as well go back to
your false religion or your favorite fiction book and movies that have no future
just a fake one.

NEWTON, ALSO SAT UNDER THE APPLE TREE - OF GODS KNOWLEDGE
AND IT WAS THE RIGHT TREE!

Those discovered scrolls in 1947AD, lying hidden for so long, give us a clue
that prophecy, “as studied and expounded upon, verifies and establishes who
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“the Beast of Daniel and Revelation was and will be”, and this having been
done so by one of mankind’s greatest minds (save Christ) Sir Isaac Newton in
the 17th century AD, who of course, lived long before the Dead Sea scrolls
were discovered, thus it was “by faith alone in the handed down scriptures”,
he held in his hand, that “proved to him at least” that those ancient scriptures,
essentially the prophecies tell us; “the story of mankind, not only past but
future”.
Those prophecies were given by God for us, as well as him, to know and
understand, especially those of us here in the end of time, (Daniel 12:4, 8-9)
so that we can know who our enemies will be, that is; “who Gods enemies of
truth would be in advance” so that we can steer clear of those deceptions that
will accompany the end times (Mathew 24:4,5, 11-15), and that’s why Newton
wrote His book, and all we need is one or two pages from it to discover the
real truth of the 666 Beast, that Abomination of Desolation as God’s word has
exposed!
Exposed for those that is “who really believe on Him (God as our Creator), He
shows them who the real enemies of “the true religion” are, “through
UNCHANGED prophecies” as the one He gave (about Himself) to our first
parents telling of the Messiah, mankind’s Savior to come (Genesis 3:15), and
then He built upon that faith throughout history (through His prophets)
through promises and warnings, of the events and deceptions that can, have
and will affect His people throughout the ages, and, those same messages (via
the Old and New testaments), those same messages will be given
“unchanged” to the last faithful one standing at the second coming (Matthew
24:21-24).
Thus it is, and the effort of this writing, as Newton confirmed, it is through
“Biblical Prophecy” we will find “that the future of man has already been
written by God”, and is available for anyone who can read, and as the leaves
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of autumn, it can be found falling today on every nation, kindred, tongue and
people throughout the world as no other book nor history “has” nor ever will
be, and, as the flood was sent to the antediluvian world by Gods warnings thru
Noah that “the end of the world was coming for them”, (Matthew 24:24-). and
it came just as God said it would, and that history; centuries of years later
mankind still knew of that destructions reality, and those records, found not
only in Gods Book “but also on mans” (stones we saw above), preserved so
that mankind “can be sure God is our creator”, and His warnings were not just
given for mankind past, but to future mankind as well.
He has given warnings to us of another end of the world event to come, and
all the reasons why, and He tells us who the players are that will cause these
events leading up to that final destruction, exposing all the enemies, the
deceptions, the false prophecies and false religions, the corruption of Gods
religion taking the minds away from His Word and filling them with traditions
and false doctrines, which will even take His elect out if possible we just read
(Matthew 24:21-24), leaving only a remnant that will pass through the dark
times ahead because they held on to truth as it is in God, and thus, for the
same reasons that caused Him to destroy the first world, unbelief,
disobiedience leading to sin, now deceptions, this too will be the cause for the
second worlds destruction, and these warnings have all been written down for
us through prophecies so we not be lost.
So take heed, know His prophecies as He has given them (Matthew 24:1-15),
and know why He gave them to “us” as our warning, for those dark days like
in the past are once again upon us, and our only safety will be in “His truth” as
witnessed by the Messiah through His true church and not the false churches,
the false prophets, teachers, false religions with no light left in them running
rampid today deceiving and being deceived (ll Timothy 3).
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Luke 8
Take heed therefore how ye hear: for whosoever hath, to him shall be given; and whosoever hath
not, from him shall be taken even that which he seemeth to have.
Luke 11:35
Take heed therefore that the light which is in thee be not darkness.

This scenario of an end time warning has played out before, even after the
deluge, leaving us an example of what could save u nows, as mankind, once
again from “our end time event to come as predicted”. (Search
www.amazon.com ancion/Jonah and the Whale).

BC time

Year “0”

AD Time

THE CRUXIS OF TIME RECKONING

Just as the cruxes of the Ages we have set, in our way of keeping track of time
and history, that cruxes was “when BC turned to AD" and the zero year was
instantaneous. (meaning: in reckoning time from one age to the next “ the
year zero is not counted).
This in itself, witnesses of the reality “of the age of the Messiah (God with
us)”, who having been destined to come, came and showed us what God is
like in the flesh, and confirmed the many records of His reality that were made
being His Testimony, which is ironically (Rev. 19:10) “the Spirit of prophecy”,
thusly exposing and fulfilling “for us” the many prophecies that were fulfilled
by and thru Him for the church, for mankind.
So has God warned us through prophecy, to the many generations now
“beyond His death”, that a day will come when man is faced once again with
life or death, by another cataclysmic event, this time however; “complete
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destruction will ensue”. Not as the flood leaving a remnant, or as Sodom and
Gomorrah left a record of complete eradication, or as Nineveh who actually
escaped their doom, this end to come; will be “the end of time itself”, and the
end of human life on this planet. (II Peter 3:1- )
Until that is, it is recreated once again over the ashes of the old, (REV. 21)
“but” this time; it will be inhabited by men and women “recreated and
rebirthed who have willfully honored God with their life in obedience to His
will” (Matthew 7:21-), when all, in unison then, with the rest of Gods universe
at large, “when all will consciously never again allow sin and death to raise its
ugly head again for ever and ever”.
Why and how?
For we all will have chosen consciously “the life He has shown us as our
eternal reality with Him”, or if not, we will have chosen consciously the death
evolution tells us is our end for ever and ever?
I pray these little hidden proofs that I’ve discovered, I call “New Revelations”
as I’ve subtitled this book, (but in fact; they are old revelations and
prophecies), I pray that they will show us, no, convience us “undoubtedly and
categorically” that; “God’s Word can be trusted as the Truth, and are; “in
reality” our past, present and future, answering the burning questions we all
have asked;
“Who are we,
where did we come from,
and where are we going
as human beings.”
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The DEAD SEA SCROLLS
Predicted the future?

The thing that makes the Dead Sea Scrolls so important to us, that is, if you
didn’t get the hints I’ve already given; are “the prophecies”.
The ones we’ve just briefly looked at that set the stage for deeper truths from
the Word of God.

DEAD SEA SCROLLS CONTAIN THE PROPHECIES

SO DOES THE BIBLE - THE “SAME ONES”
IN BOTH OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS

We are going to discover that; it’s when we think about those prophecies that
God gave about the future, the ones given both “before 200BC” and then the
ones after, considering too the fact that; all of those prophecies have come
true just as God predicted - 100%” we can’t but help to see the historicity of
the Bible, because we now know “the Bible we hold in our hands today
matches the one transcribed in 200 BC “as it has been proven to do so”, leaves
us to only conclude;
The prophecies given before the year 200BC,
that had to do with the years after 200BC”,
either came true, or they didn’t
according to the Bibles predictions?
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We’ve briefly described friend, the historical facts and have already seen them
in part, and listen, you can look them up yourself it’s that simple, anyway,
since most people will not take the time to do so, we are going to do just that
“in even more detail”;
For It is a fact from history, as we are going to see in detail, “All of those
prophecies God gave concerning the future up to our time have all come true
every one right after the other – 100%”, and all given well in advance of their
fulfillment.
Especially and including the prophecy concerning “the Messiahs appearance in
time” (Daniel 9:24). According to that prophecy the Messiah was to be
anointed at the explicit year (date) given, and; “He was” right on time!
Anointed by Holy Spirit thru baptism in 27AD, “in that very year”, just as God
gave it to Daniel thru prophecy 565 years before “He” the (Messiah) came to
the river Jordan “right on time”.
Another prophecy tells us of the rise of the forth beast, or the fourth World
Empire (Rome) as shown to Daniel, and that 4th kingdom we know “historically
came into power in 168BC”, and as Daniel was told it would be the last “world
controlling empire” to rule the earth “under one head” (Daniel 2 & 7), and
listen; “God said it and we haft to believe it” right, and listen closel; even if we
don’t believe it “it’s a fact from history to date, that no kingdom, country,
empire or power has ruled the world ever since Rome”, and we can look
around and into history and see obviously none have or won’t, “despite the
movies and the theological theories” as I call them, the “left behinds” and all
those fantasies and false prophecies, none and why, God said it that’s why!
Look at his image as described by God in a dream to the king of the first world
empire of Babylon represented by the head of gold on an image telling of the
future of the worlds powers that would come and go as God foretold
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hundreds of years in advance of their existence, and Daniel was there in
Babylon when the allied kingdoms took her down and God had him record it
for “Us” showing His ability predict and even to control history and time itself!

BABYLON

MEDO/PERSIA

GRECE

ROME

The feet and toes of iron and clay, representing the remaining kingdoms, till
we reach the end of the Images rule, indicate no unity among them and
instability “and” no world empire will ever rule the world under one head, but,
out from among them we will learn; comes the little kingdom of the Beast
power of 666. Identified by God as the Abomination of Desolation (Matthew
24:15, Daniel 8-9) that will reign in the end of time, a religo/political power
actually causing the end of time0 by her deceptions she created in the years
following Rome’s fall when she arose from the head of the beasts before her
to a time when she would receive a seeming deadly wound, but that wound
would heal and all the religious world will wonder after her power till the end.
That’s naming just a few events of the future God predicted, of the many we
will see as we go on, establishing the reason for this writing.
Get this now it’s important;
Those “future events” were written in the ancient scriptures that those who
were transcribing them in 200 BC did not see happen “because they hadn’t
happened as yet”, and wouldn’t for another 32 years when Rome came into
power, and 227 years from the time they were transcribed, before the
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Messiah was to come, to many years into the future from that time in 200BC
for anyone then to have known of their importance or to have any inkling of
their potential fulfillments!
Why even, Rome itself wasn’t known as a major power during those years, it
was just a community, maybe the largest one then, but, much less known as a
rising empire to come to take over the great Grecian empire who was holding
world dominion in those years.
Remember there was no internet during those times and news traveled just as
fast as the horse and buggy could take it and the world was only known as far
as Mesopotamia stretched back then, as we will see from history as we go on.
Rome yes, was a significant factor to the church and religious at that point,
but, the coming of the Messiah was not expected or even thought about, save
by the Magi (three kings of orient) who among “the very, very, few” were
obviously in tune with Gods Word to know the greatest of all prophecies was
about to unfold.
But, and this is a big point, considering those who were in tune with Gods
word in those days, “did NOT include the church of God”! Believe it or not,
and actually “God had not spoken to his church for over 400 years since His
prophet Malachi wrote down His warnings, so, there was definitely a
communication gap then, and the church was obviously unprepared for this
major event that separated time keeping itself.
But yes, God had a few who were still following, preserving and keeping His
word from being lost, if even just for that reason alone, and the predicted
coming of the Messiah, which had been given way back there “in the Garden
of Eden” (Genesis 2:16-17) may have been in the back of their minds, but it
had been so long of a promise, it just didn’t register, and maybe studying the
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scriptures was old fashion like today, despite the fact that the Savior is coming
again just as surely as He did back then.
From scripture it’s obvious, the promise was nearly almost forgotten by the
church in 200BC and even in the days of His first coming, as I said as hard as it
is to believe, “when only a few were holding on to Gods past and promises
through prophecy”, but very few indeed, and, those who did read the
scriptures like Harrods prophets who saw the possibility of the predicted
coming as told to Daniel “saw it as a threat by misinterpreting it” as the
promise of a king instead of a Savior, and we know that story, so the coming of
the Messiah was not on the churches mind nor expectations.
You say; “How do you know that, that’s just supposition?”
Well one big reason is; it’s an obvious truth, the Jews (Gods first church) are
still waiting on the Messiah, and that’s more than supposition right, assuming
you already knew that?
What about that church?
The Jews, being that first church of God, formed at Mount Sini and
commissioned when the Covenant was first written by Gods own hand. That
church (being the People) the Lord had raised and trained in His ways for all
those years, “in the days of the Messiah (post 27AD)”, obviously, was not in
tune with the events of prophecy, for remember, they killed their only hope,
and maybe their lack of readiness was because of a good [actually bad]
reason;
As I said; God had not sent a prophet to His church for over 400 years (since
Malachi in 430BC) and that silence lasted till the time when the Messiah came.
He (actually the Lord from heaven) had been silent, as if He had given up ‘it
seems’ on even His church and wasn’t speaking to them?
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It wasn’t until the few, who were hanging on to the faith, realized that the
Messiah was with them, despite the prophecies clearly giving the date, and
that included even His own family who only realized who He was near the end
of His life.
So to say His coming, predicted many times over and over by various prophets
over the years, even when those prophecies were validated by their
fulfillment’s one after the other, including descriptions about the Messiah
Himself like; where He would be born, and how He would act preforming
miracles and such, but when He finally came and He Was right under their
nose, right on time, and according to time keeping and traditions, they still
didn’t see it!
Many today still don’t see it either, even the one prophecy concerning the
arrival of their Messiah the “Savior”, religious mankind’s most important
event, and for “the same reason as back then”; ignorance of prophecy or the
perversion of it, much less, should He have come today instead of in the years
of the first church, but now in the years of His second church, they still would
reject Him for just the way “He would live, and act, and worship on His
father’s day (with His name on it “ABBA”) and not the day named by the
pagans day of the “Sun”, thus He would not be accepted in the religious circles
at the state of the art of religion, including “all religions”, even though; He was
and still is the only prophet of God of who’s coming was predicted in advance,
and to the very year and day proving His connection to God without doubt.
Who are the others connected by if even through osmosis?
What about the Messiah and what does all this have to do with the scrolls?
What’s the story here, its purpose in knowing?
Stick with me now and you will see.
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After His (the Messiahs) desert temptation, experience and baptism, He
makes a statement, notice;
Luke 4
6
And he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up: and, as his custom was, he went into the
synagogue on the S-Abba-th day, and stood up for to read.
17
And there was delivered unto him the book of the prophet Esaias. And when he had opened the
book, he found the place where it was written,
18
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he
hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of
sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised,
19
To preach the acceptable year of the Lord.

Let us now consider then this statement about the “acceptable year” given by
Him, in His first public sermon as it were “on the mount”, marking the
beginning of His ministry, and this statement was based on “the longest of
time prophecies given by God”, the one in which His Sons (Messiahs) coming
was predicted (in that “acceptable year of the Lord” 27AD-30½AD),
considering also that “that prophecy was fulfilled by Him”, despite the
ignorance of mankind including the church.
But, there were still events “to be fulfilled”, as given in that same prophecy
that didn’t reach its complete fulfilment until the year 1844 AD believe it or
not, and even then “the church at large in that year” (1843-44) with several
major protestant denominations already formed at that time, but, they too
missed that prophecies date, and its significance to their salvation, because of
the way it had been miss-interpreted (See www.mosescats.com “Yom
Kippur”).
Just a few caught it there in 1843AD, a few, who wouldn’t quit seeking for the
correct interpretation of this prophecy from God (as did Daniel), and their
persistence paid off for they were shown “what the event marked that took
place at the fulfillment of that prophecy”, and, as a result of their dedication
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they were also shown that; “the remnant church” that was hidden through
the Dark Ages (538AD-1798AD - Rev. 12:14-17) and protected by God “had the
truth of the gospel”, and that church was the predicted “seed of the woman”
that passed thru Christ as given in the first prophecy in Genesis (Genesis 3:15)
and on to the symbolic woman representing the remnant church so named by
God (Rev. 12:17).
They were shown that this church would reemerge after that long spiritually
dark period ended (the length of which, given by God, we will see in a minuet)
and after emerging that people group (church) would be commissioned to
carry on “the same, message, the same light once again”, as commissioned by
the Messiah when He formed this church (He being the corner stone
remember) out of the twelve, but this time after 1844AD, His remnant church
would carry the gospel “into all the world”, as John saw it going in (Rev. 14:812) by the messages of the three angles.
This reemerged church then was to carry the same gospel message for
mankind as the remnant people of God on earth (Rev. 12:17, Rev. 14:12), as
this last cycle of the wheel comes around again, but this time, it will stop
forever with the second coming of the Messiah (Rev. 14:14).
Now to us, in our reality today, and for the religious world the churches
claiming to be of God, looking back and looking ahead, these prophecies
should mean even more to us some 173 years later, for now we know;
“those same prophecies
cannoned in the Bible
were fully validated in 1947AD”
with the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, when all of the “timed prophecies
at least” (prophecies based around time) had already fulfilled, and “were now
a part of history recorded and UNCHANGED!
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Thus unarguable truth at that point after 1947” and that is the point!
See the connection now?

NINEVEH THE MOST ANCIENT OF CITIES STILL STANDING TODAY UNLESS ISIS HAS DESTROYED IT

Please consider this Biblical fact, and understand its salvation implications, as
we think about the second coming, and the remnant church of Gods building
up and our need to be part of it, and not take part in the churches of the
worlds building especially the one of the “man of sin”, as deception awaits and
from who? (Paul warns us in II Thessalonians 2).
Every time I think about this it reminds me of Nineveh, and why it was not
destroyed, and the reason has to be concluded it was; “because they looked
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back into mankind’s past for the answers” of how God deals with mankind and
especially the churches and turned away from their sins and “false religions”.
But that’s another whole story (search www.amazon.com “Jonah and the
whale/ancion” for that one)but their situation is parallel with ours “for they
too were faced with an end time event.”
Go back and get a grasp on all this before we go ahead if confused, it’s that
important!
Let’s get personal now;
Even to today, another 172 years past the fulfillment of that last “timed
prophecy”, very few know what it means (meant), including what all of those
“prophecies given to Daniel and John were predicting”.
Most people today, even Bible believing people, have no knowledge of why
God even gave Prophecies in the first place, and, even fewer know “that He
gave them as vital warnings, vital for their salvation”, yet, they still don’t
know, and, what’s more; they don’t even care to know, they don’t feel the
need to know.
Not knowing; that God “even predicted that lack of interest in His Word would
come”, especially, near the end of time!
2 Timothy 4 (KJV)
I charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead
at his appearing and his kingdom;
2
Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all long suffering
and doctrine.
3
For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they
heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears;
4
And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables.

1

That’s how deception works, and this then is something we need to look into
now as we get personal.
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Really friend though; “what does this tell us?”
No matter how much we try to ignore, pervert, do away with, or try to
“disprove the Bible as the Word of God”, as our “true history”, a history that
tells us of our past, of our beginnings, and the reality of mankind’s “literal 6
day, no 7 day creation”, the roots of which are only found in the Bible, and
they are literal 24 hour days and still holding so!
Did you get that?
Or do you, as do most, try to scientifically prove otherwise, or by “false
theology” try to pervert the major events of our history like the creation,
flood, Sodom and Gomorrah and all? That today are being denied by almost
all of the churches out there as literal events, following the mother church of
course in ignorance of God’s Word, and ignorance of His prophecies that
confirm them as real, and the truth is; contemporary history backs then as
literal.
All that doesn’t change the facts that they are events “we cannot deny” at
least as “want to be” followers of God, if that’s our goal of course, but if you
stick with me I believe, this will be your desire, once that is, we have seen the
evidence from the Bible and the Bible only, plus the records of contemporary
history, coupled with the prophecies, as they were confirmed by the
fulfillment of the Bibles own Words and means, and not mans.
Especially when we see it clearly
and it sinks in;
“that the predictions of prophecy
given before 200BC
“that did in fact come true
after 200BC
just as God described they would”
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prophecies given hundreds, even thousands of years in advance, and when we
see those prophecies, even the ones that have no time prediction attached to
them, also given by God, and still yet “some that still haven’t fully fulfilled
even to today”.
I think you will agree that these truths, just simply, cannot be denied by the
true follower of God, ignored yes, perverted oh yes, deceived away from yes,
yes, but “undeniable truth they are - yes, yes, YES!!!.
If this is true, and we will see in a minuet the complete proof they are, and
that they all fulfilled their predictions by God 100%, and when we see the
really important ones “especially for us down here in the end of time”, the
ones we are to know and understand by our Messiah’s own warning (Matthew
24:14-15) we will see Gods plan for us, and listen;
Don’t let the deceivers say; “oh that was a message only for the Jews”, and
have you ever stopped to ask “why” do they say this?
Because they have been blinded, they can’t see the obvious “subject” and the
question that the Messiah was actually answering, and why He said what He
said – Matthew 24:3- )
This prophecy the Messiah gave, that most in Christendom have no idea of
what it really means to them, to us personally, which, begs then an even
bigger question we need to ask ourselves before we go on;
It’s the question about everything else in the Bible, claiming to have been
“written by and about God, and then putting the prophecies in the same
category of belief as in Him as our Creator”, being something some find no
significance in, or have even “evolution-ized” it out of reality. Evolution being
a subject I have addressed over the nearly 20 years of study and
contemplation as to its connection with the Bible as many try to equate, but it
has none “don’t be deceived as the churches have been.
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These studies have led me to discover “the real Biblical realities and
conclusionssupported by prophecy”. (See www.theuniversalreligion.com and
www.amazon.com “Joseph Ancion books“, and www.mosescats.com ), and
my conclusion is;
Those prophecies were confirmed by the finding of the “Dead Sea Scrolls”,
thus, validating the Word of God, “combined with confirmed historical
documentation”, do;
“bring His Word into
the category of
our true history”
and all the other tales, and theories of evolution, including false church
doctrines, false prophecies and such, as being the myths “not the Bible”.
Making the Bible “the recorded Words of God to mankind”, calling Him
(mankind) back to the Garden, the Eden he let slip, because why?
Now we are getting serious;
Why did mankind slip into sin and deception?
Mankind early on;
“listened to another voice
other than Gods,
and he believed in a lie
rather than the truth.
Will he do it again in the end as the individual who makes up the churches, the
religions?
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The Bible predicts some will, in fact all will “save a few” in the end (Matthew
24:11,24, Rev. 13:3, 8-9), this primarily because of deceptions that destroy the
reality of God “past, present and future”, and please notice another warning,
as a follower of God, no matter what you may call Him to be; if connected to
Abraham in any way it’s then a warning to you personally, and a warning to all
the churches, those claiming to be following God “in all things”, and as I said
no matter what name they may apply to the God of creation, consider this;
This confluence, of this message, predates at least all other religious scripts
Post 200BC by virtue of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls transcribed from
ancient manuscripts, when this script (text) was written, and then found in
1947AD and compared to the Bible we held in that year, thusly, backed up by
those Old Testament (prophetic) writings completing Gods Word (Scripturesthe cannoned Bible), as does all of its sources all the way back, by
documented history.
So, whose right and whose wrong?
It’s really a no-boner, historically and prophetically speaking, and here with
this warning speaking specifically to our generation post Messiah;
2 Thessalonians 2King James Version (KJV)
2 Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering
together unto him,
2
That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as
from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand.
3
Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away
first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition;
4
Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as
God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God.
5
Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these things?
6
And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time.
7
For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out
of the way.
8
And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth,
and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming:
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9

Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders,
And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the
love of the truth, that they might be saved.
11
And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:
12
That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.

10

This is a warning for the Abrahamic churches out there, not just those in Paul’s
present, but it is inclusive for all the future churches (Rev. 3:20-22) as well, but
it’s specifically a warning for us, you and me.
“A warning of a power we also will face”, who has spun many-many tales
against God’s truths through deception, and the world of religion has bought
into many of them. All that’s left is the acceptance of its head as a god in
Gods place (vs.4 above).
I’m not making this stuff up as you can see by now, it’s predicted to happen
and it will “according to God”, His Word, given to us down here in the
fulfillment of this prophecy right before the end (vs. 8), and the rest of that
prophecy is the warning for us, so we had better make sure we get it’s
significance, for it’s obviously a life or death matter, isn’t it?
This spinning of deceptions, we are warned about through prophecies by God
himself, may be a new truth for us, but, “the use of deceptions” by the master
deceiver his protégés, his disciples and churches over the years is nothing
new.
In fact, it actually began in heaven with the chief of all liars “who wouldn’t
repent when faced with the choice of following Gods truths, “as God had
established them to be, and, “not what any of the created beings established
or made them to be, as seeming truths”. We are talking heaven here, thus
God “established His Truth for the universe and not just one part of it nor
would He ever change it - no doubt” but there were enemies even there in
paradise.
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Resulting in, that enemy of God, that lying deceiving power, being cast to
earth and spawning the first lie of deception and, get this now;
because “our first parents”
didn’t consult God “first”
when faced with a life
or death situation
and because they chose another’s word over His “as truth”, sin was borned,
and from that fall to the second act of sin “deception you might say influenced
by the great deceiver the first murder took place”, obviously against Gods
Law.
Those deceptions and lies spawned all the liars hence, and members of Cain’s
cursed race, those who also “will not repent when faced with truth” Gods
truth not mans under His Laws not mans.
Eventually that evil spirit passed through the flood into Hams cursed race, and
now, all the races that have accepted, all the 100’s and tens of 1000’s of false
religions, false doctrines, myths and theories out there they are bound to, and
listen friend “it’s only Gods Truths that can set them free from deception”, but
they accept other truths over Gods, they have fallen prey to our first
weakness, despite the many examples and warnings, they stick with the lies,
like Cain, and “God Himself will let us go with our own choices” and worse He
may seal them in us because we “choose” deception (vs. 11-12 above).
Finally then, it comes down to us, down to the man or woman who accepts
their own words and convections, their own “chosen kind”, of the false
religions and false religious practices, their perverted “sun” worship day over
Gods, including all of those theologically compromised evolutionary theories
of man’s history “over Gods” even when they come face to face with His
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reality, that is, if; we don’t choose to be in “that group of the lost in the end”
but choose this day “to run to Gods?”
Get this now, and this is the reason for this study; those prophecies given in
olden times about the future “that wouldn’t be fulfilled until after 200BC”,
God uncovered them in 1947 for us as warnings, not only confirming His
scriptures from creation but “to expose for us who those cursed races were
and will be, who those false religions and false prophets were, who are out
there now”, and it’s all those who “choose to make God out to be the liar - by
following their deceptions”.
Including all those who want God and His Commandments (His Covenant mind
you) and His laws out of their lives altogether, and worse, they are doing it
through a deceived religion, and even worse “in the name of God with
impunity!”
God forbid!
Sorry to say; few be today that see it, millions and now billions have been led
astray by these deceptions and their false teachers, by those cunning wolves
in sheep’s clothing “speaking smooth and sly words”, which people, “who as
with itching ears fall for”, flock in the tens of thousands to hear and praise,
just as Paul tells us it was going to be.
Notice this prediction given about our future, actually present;
3

II Timothy 4 KJV
For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they
heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears;
4
And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables.

Soon all those compromised religions, coupled with the predicted miracles
and all (Matthew 24:24) will take in the rest of the religious world, and listen,
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even “the elect” are at risk the Lord tells us, so don’t be so confident in your
religion “unchecked”.

Ministers to millions & billions

Modern protégé of their doctrines

All the world wondered and worships

Matthew 24 KJV
And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when
shall these things be? and what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?
4
And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you.
5
For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many…….
11
And many false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many…….24 For there shall arise false Christs,
and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they
shall deceive the very elect.

3

CUMBA YA AND PRAYING?
(Both think they are gods)

CERTAINLY THE EVANGELICALS WOULD STAND - SBS
(Who stand for nothing – till now that is?)

NEARLY ALL PROTESTANTS VOWING AND BLESSING – WHY?
(Fulfilling prophecy that’s why - Rev. 13:3)

NOT JUST PROTESTANTS BUT - ALL OF THE RELIGIOUS WORLD
IS JOING FORCES - UNDER WHAT SINGLE POWER?
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This power of evil has been spreading it’s enmity against God faster and faster
with each consecutive generation since Christ, and the religious world (blinded
by God?) and all the religious world, at the top anyway, is obviously giving in
to it, blessing it “as standing behind it”, as the one photo shows with raised
hands vowing, even praying for him, committing to him (commitment papers
in hand), and these are just a few of the many pictures that can be found by
searching of just who it is that’s giving in to “fulfilling prophecy”;

Even her enemies, despite the fact they are her stray child (her words not
mine), but remember “Baheera”! (see Appendix)
You say; “you’re going off the deep end now, and making something out of
nothing, verging on false accusations”.
“A picture is worth a thousand words” do they not say?
Open your eyes my friend!
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It may seem like I’m exaggerating, but let’s just see now “how the Bible has
shown this power to have formed and into what”, and doing what in the end,
from the scriptures (He sent from heaven as important) exposing for us as
warnings through prophecy from the Bible and the Bible alone, the parts of
which we haven’t seen yet.
We will see her as players on the stage “doing exactly what God predicted she
would do”, and this from HIs “prophecies” given nearly three thousand years
ago, and furthermore; “she has already fulfilled most all those prophecies to
date, “which expose her and her formation” to this very day and age, and can
only apply to her.
Telling of her genocide of three whole nations out of existence, and listen,
these are not my fabrications, or even new news, but actually old news, news
forgotten, or ignored, “history from our past that can’t be changed”, and this
has swiftly come to fruition relatively speaking in the test of time, “just as God
predicted it would”.
Keeping in mind the significance of the finding of the “Dead Sea scrolls”, that
told about this church gone bad, long before it came back into power after her
wound in 1798AD, and they tell of what she did during her first reign till then,
and friend (she can’t change those facts), and those Dead Sea scrolls, which
contained those predicted events written in BC times 738 years before she
even came into existence in AD times, those scrolls that contained that future
evidence “were not unearthed until 1947”, long after their fulfillment’s had
already taken place, confirming Gods evidence, and that history was old news
by then (see appendix “WOUND”), at least to some anyway, that is a few who
were in tune with Gods Word.
I hope you are getting the picture, I could stop right here for “the significance
of the discovery of the Dead Sea scrolls was stated in the last few paragraphs”,
but there is so much more?
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What about this powers religious and political significance now?
Why did God foretell of her rise to power in such detail as we are going to see;
telling of her coming out from the broken down Roman Empire, rising up from
the midst of the 10 kingdoms of earth that settled in Rome’s void. There in
the cradle of civilization, where she sits right now among the 7 that are left as
witnesses for the last days, when God, as a destroying stone will smite that
image and remove her influence from the face of the earth? (Daniel 2)
What about this warning, that God felt He needed to give us in such detail in
605 BC and even repeat it for John in 96AD the beloved, prophetic knowledge
written in advance that even made Sir Isaac Newton make it a part of his
studies and extrapolations?
What are those details?
Let’s look at them now;

Like the council of Nicea in 325AD with Constantine, the council of Laodicea in 364Ad she (the church) finally substituted Sun-day for S-Abbath as gods worship day. Without of course consulting God first on the matter (original sin?) His answer of course would have been “what did
my son tell you” in Matthew 5:17-20). “My Law is valid for how long? Including my S-Abba-th” (Deut. 7:9). “What will I do to a person who
intentionally breaks it knowing my will?” (Numbers 15:32-35). If God changes His law at any time in any age He would have done an injustice
to that man back there when He first wrote down His “Ten” commandments for mankind (Exodus 31:13) as are for the whole universe.
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This powers progression towards evil began shortly after the Messiah went
back to heaven, challenging and altering Gods religion and His church, as early
as the 4th century AD in her rise to power, when, she took it upon herself to
actually change times and laws set by God, who made them to be “eternal” (in
so many words (Deut. 7:9) and, guess what? God predicted it would happen,
that she would “think” to do so, “but can’t” is the point (Daniel 7:25). Laws
set by God in eternity, for His creations, that can’t be changed (Psalms 89:34).
Please look up this next text, this is the Father speaking about His Son and His
followers-US-in the same context (Psalms 89:29);
34

Psalms 89 KJV
My covenant will I not break, nor alter the thing that is gone out of my lips.

Genesis 2 KJV
2 Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them.
2
And on the seventh day God ended his work which he had made; and he rested on the seventh day
from all his work which he had made.
3
And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested from all his work
which God created and made.
4
These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the day that
the LORD God made the earth and the heavens…..

9

Deutoromany 7 KJV
Know therefore that the LORD thy God, he is God, the faithful God, which keepeth covenant and
mercy with them that love him and keep his commandments to a thousand generations;

And, as I might add; this act of changing “the only one” of the Ten
Commandments (Covenant-Law all same) that dealt with “time and law”, the
one she did change, and she even brags about it saying it’s her mark of
authority “as Gods only church?”
Of course, we just read this change was predicted to happen by Him (God),
that she would make a change in His law and now we know what that change
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was; the S-Abba-th to Sun-day (See www.theuniversalreligion.com for
complete details of this leaving no doubt, at least to the honest truth seeker),
and furthermore this change in any way cannot be found anywhere in the
Scriptures “as Gods doing”, thus it becomes one of “the many marks” that
describes her deviation from God to become His enemy. Against His church
and His people and of course His Covenant;
How does the Bible tell of her rise into power, which came after the fall of
Rome from world domination, and remember, the world in those days was
Mesopotamia and just a little beyond we are going to discover, and this arena
and eventually the USA (last christian nation) was Gods focus for they were
primarily where His people were, His churches and thus His prophetic focus.
I’m giving here at first a general overview of the history as God predicted it to
be 100’s to thousands of years in advance but we are going to see the details
and scriptures in a minuet and tie them all together.
Daniel 7 KJV
23

Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from
all kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.

[The forth kingdom was Rome, it was the fourth and last of the “world
controlling empires”, and note the term God used; “whole earth”, that’s “His
descriptions” in describing her territory, His description not mans, but Gods!
This area was considered, in Rome’s early days as the whole known world, and
that is what made it a “World Empire”. We will see this on a map in a minuet]
24

And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and another shall rise after
them; and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings.
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[This text describes the Ten kingdoms that conquered Rome, and then next;
Gods is describing “the beginning of the power we have been talking about”
and what she would do.
She is described by God as “Diverse” in that this power wasn’t just a political
power as were all the others, but also a religious power as well.
“Subdue” tells of her genocide of three who kingdoms out of existence in her
rise to power, but “not out of history”, for we know of their once existence as
nations. None the less,
it was that genocide by her
“fulfilling prophecy in so doing”
and only that power
“alone” fits that bill
Fits into the history
so no denial can be made “its history”, apologies she has made and the ones
she may make in these ignorant times of the scriptures, but what difference
does that make it’s too late, even if it comes from an infallible Pope, and yes,
that is “and must always be her stand (infallibility) for them to have been and
still be Gods representative in a unbroken chain of Vicars or Potentates for
god (small g)”, and listen; “She’s not the One - it’s that simple!”
So, since we know her dark history she can’t change nor apologize for since
God predicted it and condemned it, so we must conclude; for her to make any
claims of Godly powers are obviously a lie (blasphemy), and just another mark
of the many we are going to raise from scripture, and, so it is with her off
springs, popes today who speak softly and her soft speaking harlot daughters
“apostate protestants” (Rev. 17-18) we saw some of their pictures above.]
Daniel 7 KJV
25

And he shall speak great words against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most
High, and think to change times and laws: and they shall be given into his hand until a time and
times and the dividing of time.

There it is!
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Her greatest act, or greatest deception, that the whole “c”hristian (not really)
world is following, and notice a, “time frame is given by God”, which we are
going to discover, is “the Exact time in history she reigned as a political/religio
power”; fitting into history fulfilled between the fall of Rome 476AD until her
power was taken away from her in 1798AD, and like I said; this is the only
place this time frame could fit and the only power that did fit it “exactly as
God foretold through prophecy”, we are talking God here my friend we should
listen shouldn’t we? (Matthew 24:14-15).
Ok, now I can really end this study, enough said, for these predictions written
hundreds of years before they actually came to be, is proof enough of the
Bibles "Godly hand" in preserving it, hiding it and then having it recovered,
thus giving it “its authority as the history of mankind past, present and
future!”
I really need to say no more, but, there’s so much more you don’t know from
scripture, “that makes our subject (the Dead-Sea-scrolls) the greatest
discovery in modern times”, so beyond, what we have already learned from
Gods Word, that you had no idea existed, which yes, is obviously important
“to God” for us to know, or He wouldn’t have given it on scrolls and now
placed it in our hands, by Him, it’s significant for us and if not; “why did He
give it?”
Stick with me and you will see why and how important it is.
I said I could end this study now, and why, for this is the whole purpose of this
writing for us to see the truth of things, and here is the punch line - Again;
The things that the
Dead Sea scrolls predicted
about this power in a prophecy
“all came true” just as God
said they would in great detail
years before they happened.
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Doesn’t this then tell you the Gospel of Gods’ Word is true and can be trusted
as “Truth”, and not some made up story or some religious dogma we are to
take on just faith alone?
It should, but if not please go on and you will see, you-will-see Obi-Wan…
All this was done in her rise to power that was predicted to happen by God,
but this knowledge wasn’t “fully realized”, fully I say; “until after her reign had
temporarily ended in 1798AD, and then it became “light”, fully exposed Truth
and then, we could then see the big picture, which only a few before had seen
in its entirety, men like Newton and Luther etc. who put it all together without
all the proof and details by just studying prophecy alone as history as had
been revealed to their time, discounting the fact that the Holy Spirit was
obviously leading them.
What did they see?

CLOVIS FIRST THEN CONSTANTIEN - THE PAPAL FOUNDATIONS

Her reign began with the fall of Rome first, as God described, and then her rise
among the ten there in the Mesopotamian area of the world, where we saw
her come into religious power in 508AD, but then, after her conquering and
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genocide of the three kingdoms or nations was complete, and her rising power
becoming obvious on the political front, her actual legal reign began officially
by the surrendering of the power still held somewhat by the broken down old
Roman empire struggling to hold on, allying with her in an attempt to regain
the world power it once had, this because the church was gaining so much
political power itself she was the perfect ally.
Because of the choice of conquers that she allied herself with, she eventually
was given full political power on the roman board in 538AD, and though she
reluctantly assumed at first “she now had the power to be the head”, thus
beginning her long reign over the nations, that “she could control anyway”,
and she did so with the same iron hand as had Rome, and why, she obviously
called herself “The Roman Catholic church”.
This was the world in the days “of Gods people”, and why God put it in His
Word; through “prophecies to Daniel and then to John”, given years in
advance so His people could prepare, thru warnings of things to come that
would affect them, and given for us as well for our faith looking back and
seeing Gods control of the past present and future, our future.
Giving us thru the same prophecies as well “the time frame when her reign
would begin, the temporary wound she would receive, Her recovery and then
her end”, so, that we could fit it into past history, and the our history so we
could know of “the ways she would attempt to deceive us away from God His
Law = His Covenant”, things Newton could see from Gods Word, and even
though he didn’t see her “end - it was predictable”, for God predicted it, and
His history book speaks clearly of His knowledge of the future, and that’s why
Newton a man of intellect and knowledge wrote about it.
Her reign was to last for “1260 prophetic days/actually years” as given to us in
symbolic time frames “by God”, the one we read a minute ago (last text given)
that period was; [a time (1) + 2 times + a dividing of time or 1/2 a time that
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equals= 3 ½ times, which, by the way, Newton not having seen all of her
doings, nor her rise as the beast of Daniel and Revelation, he still deciphered
this equation for us in his book (see appendix) so there is no doubt of its
prophetic length of time she would rule.
Of course Newton was just verifying the scriptures use of symbolic language in
prophecy, as this time frame is repeated in different ways “by God”
throughout the two prophetic books of Daniel and Revelation, describing this
same beasts first reign of power “which points only to her”, and you will find
no other power has reigned for such a long period as this (1260 years), at least
since the fall of Rome the last world empire, in 476AD (being only 1539 years
ago). So there’s no doubt “Newton got it right”, and of course what’s
important for us to remember “this prophecy was part of the Dead Sea Scrolls
or inherent by the existence of the book of Daniel, enough to trust the
translations in 1947 and the experts who validated them”.
However the fulfillment of these prophecies stored in that cave, “before even
the Messiah came” was also predicted and described by many of the books
found in the Old Testament, these references in themselves validate Gods
Word protected “by His hand of preservation”, but even then, with all that
was predicted, and came true 100%, even then in 1947 those prophecies were
misunderstood by the church at large, save of course the mother church who
held the scriptures to herself and away from the people for so long, she knew
what those prophecies pointed to, and she wanted to destroy those proofs or
at least pervert them out of existence with her false prophets like
Nostradamus and the like, including her daughters who still to today are
helping her along “by the acceptance of her false worship day, and such anti
Biblical doctrines that are not “a part of Gods design”.
So the deception of the churches was inevitable, predictable, and history
shows us that after the mother church received her deadly wound in 1798AD,
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and then after that blessed day in 1844AD when the last timed prophecy
fulfilled and the knowledge of Biblical prophecy was beginning to be
understood, as exposed to Gods remnant church on the rise, and that church
is now carrying “the Testimony of Jesus”, being the spirit and knowledge of
prophecy and having “the Commandments of God” as their sword of truth,
still to today, thus as we are seeing now; exposing the beast and her power of
the past as given by God, and the power that she will again have in the future
that the “church at large” has blinded itself to, forgetting and ignoring the
history of the church, and forgetting the powers God predicted “arising”, and
do not recognize her as such, much less to try and destroy it by “Truth”.
Remember the basic prerequisite of salvation is “Faith”, and, that’s simply
believing in God’s Word nothing more, but then after faith has come we need
to act on that faith, (James 2:12, 17-18 in context to the Law, Romans 2:13 in
context).
The exposure of this power on a world bases really began to be seen with the
printing presses first book “the Bible”, which would soon began to put real
history in the hands of the common people, and not just the priests, but to
counter it’s growing affect, the mother perpetuated the French Revolution as
a means for the elimination of the Bible “literally” by burning as many of those
prints as she could get her deceived to do that wouldn’t expose her as the
behind the scenes calling the shots.
Trying desperately, to keep the truth about her from getting out to the
masses, before she could deceive them with false interpretations of scripture
and perversions, of her own making, to throw off the Truth.
But the proliferation of the scriptures began to take root, especially after
America was founded with its freedom “from” religion, there she couldn’t
control or pervert as “she had in the old country”, but her attempts to
intervene was subvertingly going on (See www.mosescats.com “Lincoln”).
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The same way the scriptures began to grow back then and she tried to stop
them, have they begun to diminish to date, because that perversion by her,
once again, is growing more so and even faster with the WWW and internet
and the Satellites pumping “her and her harlot daughters” (apostate
Protestantism) false religious doctrines, and deceptions right into every home
and mind, globally by now.
There have been many people though, in the past, who saw the Truths of God
through the spreading of His Word as well, which ironically was the first book
published on a press and still yet the most sold book worldwide “I think?”.
I say, many over the years especially since 1844AD (I’ll explain later) many
have seen the truth vs. deception, and many have seen Gods prophecies as
interpreted by His Word alone, which expose these lying powers of evil.
Many Bible studying men and women even in those dark times of the Dark
Ages “so-called” knew the Truth through prophecy, including the most likely
person I’ve already mentioned, but to remind you; “if there ever was one
person to debunk the knowledge and prophecies of God as myth”, that would
have been Sir Isaac Newton, who, having the knowledge and perception in
things, even knowledgeable men today don’t have, if anyone could have put
doubt on the Holy Scriptures it would have been him “but he did no such
thing”.
Rather, Newton upheld Gods history as mankind’s history, and as a result of
his knowledge of the Bible, he saw Gods enemies clearly thru those
prophecies which met their fulfillment both “before and after 200BC”, even
though they were only partially “fulfilling in his time” (the 15th century AD),
and in “his book” (See appendix) in which he expounds on the two major
books of prophecy (Daniel and Revelation), exposing those powers of evil “in
his time as the enemy of God and against His believing people, as well as to
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those growing to be “in the future who will be against” the second church the
remnant there of (last on the bolt) being the end time people” (Us?).
That early second church of the Gentiles (Jews being the first church), that
eary church after the Messiah left, as we have already discussed “fell to this
same little horn beastly power”, headed by none other than the mother, who
naturally more than ever wants to destroy Gods Word and insert her own, and
she remains still “the current power behind that movement”.

A movement, my friend need I remind you, that has been going on since Satan
made his first accusations against Gods governing in heaven in paradise mind
you and was cast out, and then, through deception, convinced Adam and Eve,
also in paradise but the one on earth, convincing them to question God; if only
“by letting into their mind ‘that influence’ and not first consulting God, and
checking what they were told as truth against Gods word (spoken then, not
written down as yet) against His religion as it were.
In so choosing; “the voice of seeming good and convincing knowledge - yet
evil”, just, “as God had described that trees fruit to be if consumed from yes
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil”, yet it was a knowledge they
didn’t need to know and one that would bring death to them if consumed of
it’s fruit as they were tempted to do?
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“The knowledge of good and evil” (What the Law is - if you can see it?), yet,
through deception, they consumed of that false information without asking
God first if they should, and they were cast out of paradise.

That seemingly small sin by our first parents would lead to even greater sins
and deceptions by sins author (Satan), who now had entered into the mix, and
who straightaway deceived and led to the first person, on this earth, to walk
away from God, the first born son Cain, and thus began the first race of
mankind to rise up against God, and listen; “God foretold it all” (Genesis 4:6-7)
so that no one beyond Eden would fall for the False (religion as it were), but
rather stay with the True that only His word (His religion) offers, and especially
when it comes to religion, to religious choices, choices mixed with doing well,
doing good, but also doing sin, doing evil thinking it’s good, as we are going to
discover, and “deception my friend is the catalyst”, every time for evil to
prevail, just as it did in the days of the flood, and how it will be in the end of
time, and the cycle rolls around again and again but this time it’s the last turn!
How can we know what His (Gods) religion is verses all those out there?
You tell me after all we’ve seen so far….
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THE PROPHICIES
In 1947 we uncovered the book of Daniel, written and transcribed, from the
year of its first penning on scrolls in 605BC to its last known penning on scrolls;
196 years before the Messiah was born, when it was transcribed in 200BC, and
put in jars in caves for preservation. Then in 1947 it was recovered there in
the holy land (so called Holy by the religious because of its connection to the
lands of Gods people throughout the first age BC to AD time, the Bible times.
In that book of Daniel found in 1947, was a copy of which scriptures “the
Messiah Himself held and read from when on earth”, “in the discovery of His
own destiny” might I add, and from which He warned the church (our church)
“too know and understand something that particularly Daniels book teaches”,
referring to the old prophecies given to Daniel in 605BC, and please get the
significance of this text; “it is the end time Gospel, valid as such to the very
end obviously, and confirmed by our Lord Himself in person, and His words
were recorded for us who read concerning the things our master asks us to
know and understand, and that goes for the last man and woman (church all
ages everywhere) to the end, thus at least for us, right?
So, take heart;
Matthew 24 KJV
And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and
then shall the end come.
15
When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand
in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let him understand:)

14

From the reference He gave of the end of the world, the Messiah gives “us”,
our generation, this warning, given by Him 230 some years after the Dead Sea
scrolls were transcribed in 200BC, in the days when He walked this earth and
near the end of His ministry, then later, after He had ascended into heaven,
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He referenced that same book and its connection to future prophecy to John
from heaven.
When He sent those old time and future time prophecies, “for us” here in this
last generation, prophecies “to know and understand”, when He sent them
down to His prophet John (Revelations), re-confirming the prophecies He had
given to Daniel, and expanding upon them for the generations to come after
John. Because, “He knew you and I would be reading this warning as we
prepare for His return at the end of the world, and that it’s vital knowledge for
our salvation, so that we aren’t deceived by the voice of the churches gone
bad, as did the first one, and we won’t do as the Jews did, who faced their last
days in Jerusalem, and didn’t prepare for that predicted destruction “and
were lost”, and it was only those who followed the Lords warnings back then
who escaped with their life, and friend, that’s why in His end time warnings
for those in the end of time (us) who are also facing the same scenario, won’t
be lost (Matthew 24:3-51) and not as those also who faced the last days of the
flood who didn’t listen to the warnings and prepare for their end, are we?
John was given more detail than Daniel concerning things that were to be in
his future, “past Johns time and down there at the end of time”, and it was all
written down for us to read and see “how God has led, not only from the
beginning of time, but as He will still be leading to the end” as He foretold He
would.
Let’s ask the question then;
“When did God first give His predictions about the future”, and especially the
ones that wouldn’t fulfill until after “200 BC” which included His “Timely”
arrival, and, what about the ones that wouldn’t met their fulfillment until after
the Messiah went back to heaven, so what about those prophecies given to
Daniel and John?
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This is obviously not only important but vital discovery for us to “know and
understand”, since our Savior especially and personally asked us to right?
Things told Daniel and even John as they were recording those events for us,
things they didn’t fully understand or know “if those prophecies of the future
would come true or not”, but they, as all before the Messiah who believed,
“knew they would come true as God gave them”, and so did those, who called
on His name, after He went back to heaven “who believe”, they too would
know and have faith that all God said “would come true even though they
didn’t see it with their own eyes”, for they had all the proof they needed from
“Gods history book - the Old Testament (scrolls to paper) to the New
(cannoned KJV)”, Gods “Testaments and Prophecies”;

Revelation 19 KJV
10
And I fell at his feet to worship him. And he said unto me, See thou do it not: I am thy fellowservant,
and of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus: worship God: for the testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy.

It was those, Testaments and Prophecies, including the angles (fellowservant)
obviously, that sealed the faith of believe in God thru the spirit of the
scriptures (His Word) and thru the life of Jesus which testified of those
prophecies, and that belief, Newton, Martin Luther, and all the martyrs during
the dark age reformation knew and held to death, and put their own faith into
those scriptures as well (Sola Scriptura – the Bible and the Bible only, See
Appendix “Rome’s Challenge”).
You see in 200 BC when the scribes were transcribing (re-copying the original
manuscripts is what that word means), when they were transcribing the
scriptures in 200BC God had already predicted that the Roman Empire would
destroy the Grecian Empire, and that prophetic event wouldn’t happen until
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“beyond the time of their transcribing in which time they were living 200BC,
that prophecy was yet to fulfill years later in 168BC when that changing of the
empires (Greece to Rome) of history actually happened “some 35 years± into
their future” from 200BC (Think about it!)
Rome was just another insignificant habitation of people and didn’t become a
real city for nearly 150 years after that prophecy was first given to Danile in
605BC and transcribed in 200BC, and Rome didn’t become the fourth world
empire until as we said 35 years after the copies of that book were sealed and
put in caves, and the scriptures of Daniel, they were copying God made it
clear; Rome (the fourth World empire as described) would take rule of the
world, just as had the first three World Empires, which of course God also
predicted and named in advance of their rule as well.

DANIEL RECORDED
PROPHECY

SCRIPTURES TRANSCRIBED
HIDDEN

605BC

ROME TAKES GREECE
3 RD TO 4TH EMPIRE

200BC

BABYLON

168BC

MEDO/PERSIA

GREECE

SCROLLS FOUND
IN OUR AGE

year 0

ROME

1947AD

10 KINGDOMS DIVIDED

IMAGE DANIEL WAS SHOWN REPRESENTING THE WORLD EMPIRES TO COME – IN THE FEET IS WHERE WE ARE TODAY
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The prophecies clearly defined what powers would rule the world “under one
head” from the time of Babylon predicted in 605BC, and then in Daniels
personal future, to the Medes and Persians World Empire predicted to happen
67 years in advance and then on to the remaining ones.
From the fall of Babylon, something Daniel actually saw happen in 538BC, and
then on past Daniels time to when the Medes and Persians would be
conquered in 331BC, something he didn’t see, but he obviously had faith it
would take place “just as had Gods prediction of Babylon’s fall which he
experienced”, and listen, that was an impossible overtaking in which “only
God could have seen, and, actually directed”, in that; “Babylon was
unconquerable at the time in those days” it should have never been destroyed
by any enemy, but it was and just as God described, and like I said actually
orchestrated. (See how it was impossible for Babylon to fall, but, she did by
Gods hand in the process, See “Babylon” www.mosescats.com for full details).
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Contemporary history has revealed “from nonreligious - man’s recordings”,
that an Assyrian King named Sennacherib tried to destroy Gods city of
Jerusalem, as described on that stone above. This same description was also
recorded by the way, nearly verbatim, in Gods history book, where that event
was also documented. Who plagiarized who you doubters?
Anyway, it wasn’t until nearly 100 years later from when that attempted
conquest was stopped by God, (and Sennacherib knew it was God by the way
that kept him from overtaking Jerusalem), that another Assyrian king
Nebuchadnezzar was in fact “allowed then by God” to destroy His (Gods) city
of Jerusalem.
So let’s ask; do you really think Sennacherib read Isaiah’ account and carved
the stone from it?
Hardly, Daniel was actually just confirming the history “written in advance” as
prophesized by Isaiah some “85 years before Daniel was even in Babylon”?
Or, was it when Daniel was captured and got to Babylon, he just happened to
see that stone in the kings library, and noticed it’s comparison to Isaiah’s
account and then he wrote down the account from that, of an event he had
no idea could even take place in the unconquerable city of Babylon?
Could you then call that plagiarism, as some do by either of the Bible writers
of Gods prophets, Isaiah or Daniel?
If so, then you just proved that contemporary history was the original
documentation of this event of history, saying then, the existence of “Gods
intervention in history was simply “just an understood fact” even by the
contemporaries own words and records?”
Something we know now to be true from all the archeological discoveries
we’ve uncovered, like the few we saw on stones above, where we, see
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contemporary man telling about encounters with Gods people and thus,
confirming “Gods existence” and His intervention in the history of mankind.
That stone we just saw above was not discovered until 2500 years later from
when it was inscribed, uncovered in the mid 1800’s AD by archeologists, who,
dug down right into the king’s library where they found some 20 thousand
clay tablets, historical documents and artifacts.
Daniels writings weren’t discovered until nearly 100 more years later (in
1947AD), and both records combined prove Gods history and, His predicted
history, as well as many stones recordings of overlapping history by
contemporary and non-religious sources which all speak of Gods hand in our
world “as a reality” (See excerpt from “George Smiths” archeological findings,
appendix).
Let’s drop back now to the history as recorded by the Bible, to the time when
Sennacherib faced Daniels God in Battle over Jerusalem, and discover too that
Sennacherib's successor the Assyrian king Nebuchadnezzar finally did Conquer
Jerusalem, and, who also stood face to face with Daniels God, actually seeing
him in a burning Furnace, and then later, also discovered and realized “His
reality” in dreams given to Him by God Himself, in a time; when this all
powerful king, who had conquered all the other cities of “the then known
world”, in building up to become the first World Empire he named “Babylon”.
Babylon was obviously named because it was possibly built out of the stones
from the old tower of Babel on this side of the flood, all these events of
history being there in that vicinity of the world still called the Holy lands?
Anyway, this powerful king in his own right (or so he thought) over time
“came to accept what his ancestors knew as facts; that Daniels “God of
Creation” is God, the One and almighty God of our antediluvian past.
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THE TOWER OF BABAL LOOMS IN THE BACKGROUND OF AN ARTESTS CONCEPTION OF THE CITY OF BABYLON

Rebuilt Ishtar Gate

Real Babylonian Ruins

Saddams Rebuilding

SO “IN FACT” THE CITY OF BABYLON IS A WELL DOCUMENTED HISTORICAL “FACT”

This image was proposed as one of the icons of the European Union when it was first forming, and it depicts the construction, or
reconstruction, who knows, but obviously of the tower of Babel, “a well-known fact of the past”, that can only be denied its place in history
by the few, but, soon to by the many, starting with those who rejected this icon be used and it wasn’t because of its connection to God?
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The city of Babylon, named obviously after that famous antediluvian tower
(Bab-el/Bab-ylon men built after the flood as the Bible records.
The flood an event contemporary man also wrote about, as well as other
major events “where God intervened in mankind’s history”, as if it were the
history of the world passed down to us as the way it was?
Not only as inscriptions on stone but also in the transcribed copies of the Bible
handed down to 200BC, and then down to our hands today.
Below is another look at other stones carved by ancient men who recorded;
“The world’s greatest events in time”
as mankind’s history and thusly
confirming the Bible
just as do the Dead scrolls.
But sorry to say only a few realize this today, or, the origin of mankind
accepted today would be called “recorded history” and not Evolution based
on “pre-history” which is nothing more than “unrecorded” guesses, theories
so called “before history was recorded”, thus by no history at all is the
universal belief in evolution!
Just theories, such as todays gospel still called “the theory of evolution”, that
knows no god save itself or its makers, and the ignorance of these records
have also led “the church itself to reject not only Gods recorded history but
the records written on stone from our ancient past when man first started
recording events of history, and they stand on their own feet as far as when
they were recorded. So guess where those historical documents are stored?
In the back rooms of the museums few have access to.
Just so, might I add, has the church accepted their theories (in part) and you I
assume as its follower, which has led to the rejection of the commandments
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of God, that, “were also written on stone” at a specific date in our history, and
friend; “there is a connection there” that’s vitally important for us to see. (See
www.theuniversalreligion.com “We look like God”, for more than enough
evidence of a connection as to why the church is being deceived.)

Sodom and Gomorrah

The Flood

The “7” Creation tablets

Upon the conquering of Jerusalem, Daniel was brought back by
Nebuchadnezzar as a captive to Babylon, because he was a harborier of the
Chaldean culture, however, once that culture was learned, as all
Nebuchadnezzar’s captives, he was to “then be synthesized into Babylon’s
culture”.
But Daniel was a man who not only believed in God but also followed His ways
and His religion (Big difference), and remained in constant communication
with Him through prayer, and as a result of his closeness to God he was given
prophecies that not only dealt with his times, but future times as well.
There in Babylon, as recorded in Daniels book of that time in history, King
Nebuchadnezzar had a dream, but when he awoke from it he couldn’t
remember what he had dreamed, but he knew that it was a vision of great
importance and he had to remember.
So he called his soothsayers, magicians, tellers and seer’s together to “tell him
what he had dreamed”, and of course they told him that “no one except the
gods could do such a thing”.
Nebuchadnezzar, who obviously always got his wish, condemned them all to
death, and since Daniel was known as a visionary who had interpreted some
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dreams, he was considered part of the false prophets by the king and was also
sentenced to be killed.
As soon as he was given that news, Daniel went before the king and asked if
he could counsel “his God, the One God of creation”, who could tell him what
he dreamed, so the king spared his life till then.
Daniel prayed to God for the answer (in Daniel 2, where you can read about
it), and God gave him the interpretation to give Nebuchadnezzar as to what he
had dreamed, and when Daniel told him, he remembered, and it was exactly
what he had dreamed.

He saw a great metal image, as we can conceive from scripture, the history;
But now, he wanted Daniel to tell him what it meant of course.
So Daniel counseled God again and was given the interpretation.
As with all of Gods prophecies, only the Bible can interpret them, not any man
“or it’s a false interpretation” as we have seen in the Left behinds, the Hal
Lindsey’s and the latest by preacher so and so.
Many have come and many will go making themselves seem connected to God
but discovered “not to be”.
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‘The head of Gold you saw’, as God told Nebuchadnezzar, ‘represents your
kingdom of Babylon’, being the first empire to rule the then known world of
Mesopotamia.
The lands in which Gods people resided to that point in time, “as well as had
most all of the society of mankind” back then, clear up till near the turn of the
ages BC/AD the year “0”, and that’s 2015 years ago from today counting
backwards.
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Here is what we know about that time in history, around the year “0” as
depicted on an ancient map I told you we would see;

Who was Posidonius?
Wikipedia;
Posidonius was celebrated as a polymath throughout the Graeco-Roman world because he came near
to mastering all the knowledge of his time, similar to Aristotle and Eratosthenes.

As you can see the borders of the world, that was carrying the knowledge
(worlds history) in those days near and even around the year “0”, was
basically the Mesopotamian area, and not a lot of known people masses lived
outside of that arena (that’s why it’s called the Old country, this is especially
where Gods people had developed as well as Gods religion, Gods participation
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in our history, to that point in time anyway, and this is why the prophecies
given to Daniel dealt mainly “about that area where of course the Messiah
was to be born”.
In another dream given to Daniel a few years later; God “using symbolic
images again”, to represent the same kingdom of Babylon; pictured that
kingdom not as a head of Gold, but as “a lion with eagles wings”, we are going
to see actual monuments in a minuet depicted as such, but, I wanted you to
see how God used symbols to represent kingdoms, nations and Empires in
prophecy, and most importantly that they all were given “to help us see
beyond a shadow of a doubt that He (God) sees the future and even controls
the future, and is always 100% accurate in doing so, sometimes 1000’s of
years in advance”.
Notice an image on the wall in olden Babylon; “still standing today”, that is if
ISIS hasn’t destroyed it yet, working of course under Satan’s influence to
destroy all the relics of our past so as to eliminate Gods history finally, as have
most of the groups of terror and destruction, including the mother church as
we have already seen in part, “kindred spirits my friend” if only you could see
it!
Please stick with me and you will and even with years of study every time I
look at prophecy I see more and more from the Bible clustered sometimes in
just a few texts much from God can be revealed. (Look for my mini-series to
come on www.theuniversalreligion.com .
Notice this image on the wall in olden Babylon; “still standing today”,

REPAINTED BY SADAM HUSAINE IN IRAQ
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Babylon’s icon was just as God described it, and it’s still standing from that
very era in time, in the days of Nebuchadnezzar and Daniel, and it’s “dated by
well documented history” both Gods in the Bible and Contemporary as well,
on stone, and tells us of the very years that is described in the Bible.
A BABYLONIAN ICONIC IMAGE FOUND AMONG RUINS……

PHOTO TAKEN DURING DESERT STORM

SADAM CLAIMED DANIELS NEBUCHADNEZZAR WAS A DISTANT RELATIVE THUS HE INHERITED THE ANCIENT CITY OF BABYLON BY BIRTH – MAYBE SO??
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The Mesopotamian area is the holdings of all the ancient documents, the most
ancient cities of the past bar none, and relics, including the most ancient of
our history, and “not Africa what a joke”, or even China as old of a civilization
it is “it’s not the oldest”, and especially where we all began as mankind!
(Search www.amazon.com “Animal stories ancion” for more than enough
proof-a must read), but let’s get back to king Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of the
image;
God told Nebuchadnezzar thru
Daniel; that another kingdom was
to conquer Babylon, represented
as the breast of silver on the
image, and that it was to be the
Medo/Persian Empire, and the
name of its king who would bring
the “unconquerable” kingdom of
Babylon down.

God even gave his name in a prophecy to Isaiah in (690BC) 90 years before
that king was even born, and 86 years before he gave Nebuchadnezzar the
dream.
Talk about God knowing the future, and that man was: named “Cyrus” a name
God spoke and his mother evidentially heard or does God see the future
before it happens, da, you be the judge!
God even told Isaiah [44:28, 45:1-3] how Cyrus’s army would bring down
Babylon, and of course, it came to pass “just as God predicted” (See Appendix
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“BABYLON”, See also my web site www.mosescats.com “Babylon” for
complete details and study on that subject).
Did Cyrus exist in the years God gave in His Prophecies, prophecies by the way
we can back in by the events and the times given for each to fulfill, where ,
when and how they fulfilled as God predicted - 100%.
Here’s a documented example that we can relate to today:
In 1798AD the Pope was pulled of the throne by French general Berthier, the
exact year God said that it would happen, at the end of the 1260 year
prophecy; a prophecy He gave both Daniel and John.
Thus by going back 1260 years from that fulfillment, takes us to the year
538AD. The event that happened in that year “was recorded for posterity by
historians”;
In that very year Emperor Justinian, head of the remnants of the broken down
Roman Empire, but still with some authority, Justinian allied together with the
Pope (defined as the little horn power by God) and eventually gave full
political power over to the Papacy (Pope) starting his (her) “bona fide reign as
both religious as well as political power” over the then know world society,
but not as a world empire status as the four before her, however as the power
to contend with as head over the society of mankind with both political and
religious authority. “This of course had an effect on Gods people and His
religion”, and thus why God gave the prophecy about this power from whom
He had to hide His church from to keep it from being destroyed by wiping it
out of existence or by perversion of its (Gods) message (everlasting gospel), so
He hid His church (people) in the mountains of Europe from that now
persecuting power who attempts to destroy the evidence the Bible held about
her as we’ve already discussed. The picture in symbolisms is found in (Rev.
12:13-17, 1260 vs’s. 6 & 14) as well as the 1260 years of her reign I mentioned.
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The Pope had already been given power over religion after the French
revolution failed, by ousting religion altogether and setting up reason as it’s
god. Something today the USA is well on its way of doing by some unknown
force “of a minority control”, how has this happened?
Regardless, the results will be the same as in France, who quickly saw that
“religion of some kind was deemed necessary” or the society will implode on
itself, and the Pope was the right one to administer it, as well as controlling
the protestors (protestants) and, she did so by deeming them heretics (same
as infidels) and killing over 100,000,000+ before 1798AD when France finally
woke up and ended her reign of terror by pulling the Pope off his throne giving
her the prophetic wound John was shown. (Rev. 13:3)
I wonder how long it will take us to realize that “religion” solely Christian
religion, is all that has held this country together, but friend, this time it’s
different here in the last harbor for Christianity, because apostate Protestant
religion is what is going to ally itself again with the Papacy, actually already
has in her worship right? Despite what you may think “God has foretold it and
this is why we need to know what the prophecies have told us in advance it’s
going to happen as a warning”. (remember Matthew 24:11-15)
This will all come clear as we study the prophecies for we will see clearly how
and why God spelled it all out for us, and the picture He gives us “only defines
one power on earth; that rose after the fall of Rome reigned for exactly 1260
years and then was cut off by a seemingly deadly wound”, but, that wound
would heal and we are “current with that prophecy to date”, and that power
was; the prophetic little horn and described in Daniel and in more detail by
John (actually Jesus), where we see who the beast of Revelation 12, 13, 14
was and who is still placing marks on people but that’s another story for later.
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CYRUS CYLINDER FOUND in 1879AD OVER 2000 YEARS AFTER THE
TRANSCRIBED SCRIPTURES (DEAD SEA SCROLLS) WERE HIDDEN

Back to Cyrus the Persian king and a man God chose from birth to do His will,
and he did it
The second World Empire of history according to God was Medo/Persia under
King Cyrus, and as I said; he was named by God In prophecy 91 years before
he was even (born in 600 BC) named in Isaiah’s prophecy given in 690 BC (See
Isaiah 44:28, 45:1-3) where God mentions Cyrus and how Cyrus was even
going to conquer the unconquerable Babylon some 158 years into the future,
and then after attaining rulership, we read of Cyrus’s and his predecessors
commitment to the rebuilding of Jerusalem destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar
“showing us why God choose him”.
That rebuilding began in 457BC, the starting point of a time prophecy, when
the Jews were sent back to restore Jerusalem and to build up its gates and
walls torn down by Nebuchadnezzar, and that actual decree is found in Ezra
7:13, given by the then king of Persia “fulfilling Cyrus’s decree and Gods
prophecy”, and giving us a time frame for the starting point of “one of Gods
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longest time prophecies that stretch up into our age 2300 years in length to its
fulfillment in 1843-44AD.
The history leading up to the decree, from the Bible, can be found in the
following texts in part for your information;
(Isaiah 44:28, 45:1-3, II Chronicles 36:19-, Jerimiah 2:10 Ezra 1:1-3, 7:13)
This documentation helps us see how Gods hands were in control of the kings
“of the first two World Empires”, during those times, as defined and recorded
by God and for our confirmation; “contemporary history also confirms it - on
stone documents”, so it’s a double blind test if you will.

Nineveh (If Isis has not destroyed it as yet)
Most of those contemporary confirmations were discovered in the kings
library right there where they were placed by Sennacherib’s ancestry
(remember him?) there in the library in ancient Nineveh in BC times, and
unearthed in the 19th century AD by archeologists, and much more will be
discovered as the years pass and newer discoveries are being made, over
there still in the holy land for Gods people, in the ancient world of
Mesopotamia where those monuments still stand today as historical realities,
well, let’s hope they are.
If BC to AD time periods fool you, look at this chart, but remember; when
calculating from BC to Ad times you do not add a year for “0” for there isn’t
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one, and when reckoning say the 2300 year prophecy, I just spoke about, you
add 457BC to 1844AD “since counting years in BC time goes backwards and in
Ad time forwards, we are 2017 years from the year 0 now in our age, see it?
So by taking away the year “0” from [457+1844-1] you get 2300 years. (Daniel
8:8-14-) did notice in that text; Medo/Persia and even Greece are mentioned,
and the little horn that came out of them causing the transgression
(abomination) of desolation spoken about as well as other ties “to the beast
power of Daniel and Revelation we have been talking about”, and then the
2300 prophetic days are given, but they are actual years we are going to
discover in reckoning this all “time” prophecies given in scriotue. These things
all tie together and it will come clear, so stick with me.
TIME LINE:
BC

AD

CREATION

FLOOD

BABYLON

MEDO-PERSIA

GREECE

ROME

YEAR

4005 BC

2344

605 BC

538 BC

331 BC

168 BC

“0“
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ROME FALLS

476 AD

NOW

2017AD

The third kingdom, being the third World Empire, to reign over the earth
under one head (king), was also named in advance by God, long before it was
to become “the waist and hips of bronze”, and that was the Grecian empire in
331 BC, and, God even gave Daniel Medo/Persia’s “conquering kingdoms
name” (in another prophecy given in the year of 543BC to Daniel in chapter 8)
He named that conqueror as the king of “Grecia” who didn’t conquer
Medo/Persia until 331BC some 202 years into the future from 543BC.
God even described “it’s head and his successors”, in symbolic language again
as on the image as He had done in the previous prophecy to Nebuchadnezzar
(using Metals as the hips of bronze representing Greece), but now to Daniel
He uses beasts as representations;

God described this 3rd beast as having four wings, which symbolized (looking
back) at what great speed “Alexander the Great” conquered the world
establishing the third World Empire, but, he died at an early age and his four
generals, (represented by the four heads) took over his kingdom till “that
Empire was lost to the next”.
The fourth and last of the great Empires of the World was Rome, (represented
as the legs of Iron), and even to today; the Roman age is labeled as “the age of
Iron”, but then, in His prophecy to Daniel, God described how it then would be
conquered by Ten Kings who would take her down, and further, He foretold
that “in the days of those Ten kingdoms “a Little Horned Power” would
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emerge and take control in that arena till the end of time, when God; would
once again intervene and destroy them all “at His Second Coming”, and then
He would “set up His kingdom that would last forever”, from the first kingdom
to the last in “mankind’s future” as foretold through prophecy by God.
I want to add something right here, that actually tells why I’m writing about
these prophecies; it’s the claim by scoffers and doubters who say “the Bible
recorders and writers looked back into history and then wrote down these
events making them seem as having been given by God as future prophecies,
and they go on to say that they never really took place, and all the claimed
history can only be proven by the Bible”.
This is the argument that the Bible compilers just plagiarized known history
and made up these prophecies to make it seem like miraculous predictions.
Is this true?
Well, you could make that argument if we hadn’t found the Dead Sea scrolls!
Where some of these prophecies that had been written about “but not
fulfilled” in 200BC, like the one about the little horn, or the existence of Rome
as the last world empire, the ten kingdoms that took Rome down, and the fact
that Rome did not exist in the days of Daniel as any kind of power anyway, nor
was it an aspiring world conqueror as yet, even in the days when those scrolls
were put in that cave Rome had not yet conquered the world as an “world
empire”
So no one could have known the details the Bible gave about Rome in those
days the ten kingdoms and all, until they actually happened, and absolutely no
one could have known about the Roman Catholic Church which didn’t form in
power until after the fall of Rome, despite her claims!
So, to discount these few facts, and put doubt on the others, is nothing but
ignorance of history by the anti-Christ followers, as well as the evolutionists
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and their religious following, which unfortunately, makes up about all of them
by now, especially when you include the apostate protestants who have given
over their allegiance to the Pope, “which, by the way, was predicted way back
in Daniels time”, and, “why this God given information is still unknown 2500+
years later save by a very few real Bible students”
When this is vital information we need to know to fall to Gods side, and not
the anti-Christ’s, or the other false religions, “who have no prophecy that can
be confirmed” as was, and is, the Words of the One God of Daniel and John,
our Father and Savior.
We must realize as today, when people talk about how mysterious the
prophecies of Daniel and Revelation are, and, hear those who fabricate their
interpretations “God never made” confusing the prophecies and making them
appear to predict all kinds of crazy things, which by the way, never pan out
like; Nostradamus, Hall Lindsey and all those who have confused Gods plain
words that can be interpreted “only by His Word” not any mans (II Peter 1:2021), we must realize it’s Satan’s plan to destroy this knowledge for it could foil
his plans, he has his cohorts working on as we speak, so wake up or be
deceived.
Ok, I got that off my chest so back to history “our history…”
Daniel yes, was perplexed as he recorded Gods futuristic prophecies, that he
had no way of applying them to history as can we, but “Daniel knew they
would come true” for he had experienced Babylon being overthrown by the
Medes and Persians, just as God had predicted, so He knew God was in control
in building up and taking down nations as He had claimed (Daniel 2:21-22).
Only God knows the future, and only He controls it, and now, “we should be
able to see that fact clearly”, should we choose to that is, for it’s all in the
Bible, and confirmed by recorded history, in times and dates we all use and
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know, and are as the heavens that confirm them, remember the first step to
salvation is Belief “faith” just saying.
Four beasts that Daniel was shown representing the four World Empires of history;

Babylon – a lion

Medo/Persia – a bear

Greece – a Leopard

Rome – Beast with Ten Horns and
Little horn coming up in middle

So as I have referenced to this point; God told Daniel in another vision “the
same future history He told Nebuchadnezzar with the metal image”, but using
different symbolisms; this time instead of an image representing future
kingdoms, it was beasts coming up from the sea one after the other (Daniel 7),
and of course; the first beast represented the first World Empire of Babylon,
and the second described as the Meds and Persians, and the third He named
for Daniel “many years in advance remember” as the Grecian Empire, and the
last God depicted as a nondescript beast “dreadful and terrible” the greatest
of all and the last Rome.
But then, He (God) described for us through Daniel, how another “little
horned beast or kingdom” would arise, and in those days of the ten toes of
the image, as we have already discussed which were the ten historical
kingdoms that destroyed Rome, and this Little Horned Beast power would rise
to power out from their midst, and “destroy utterly (actually Genocide) three
of those ten horns (representing Ten Kingdoms) that came up out of the forth
beast”, and eventually, that Little Horn power would become the Beast that
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would rule for the longest period of time “over Gods people”, and do many
things against God and His church (His people).
But, at the end of those days, given by God in a “time frame of the length of
that little horns rule”, (The dark ages as we know them to have been of 1260
years in length), at the end of that period that beast would receive “a deadly
wound”, and Gods saints would be able then to take the Word of God (His
light, out from the spiritual Darkness) “into all the world in preparation for the
end of times” (Rev.14:6,14).
All this foretold history, as we will see, has been confirmed “as our true
history” by “the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls”, and in particular “the Book
of Daniel”, which is the reason for this writing as I said, but let’s go on now in
more detail.
Back to the history;
Now Daniel knew, all that God had said would come true, for he had seen the
evidence first hand and experienced it, as did Noah, Moses, Abraham and
even the city of Nineveh (Search www.amazon.com “Jonah and the Whale
Ancion”), they, among many others, all saw and told of Gods direct dealings
with mankind, but he (Daniel) wanted to know more about these time frames
he had been shown and of these events to come as foretold by the Lord.
Especially “one vision” he had been given about a specific predicted event that
had a time frame of “2300 prophetic days or actual years”, “that had
something to do with the cleansing of Gods temple” (Daniel 8:14), which
Daniel thought wrongfully that God was talking about “the temple back there
in Jerusalem that Nebuchadnezzar had plundered”. Daniel thought this
because of his desire for his people and himself to be back there to see it
rebuilt, which is obvious if you read his prayer in Daniel 9 as he sought for
answers. If only we would do the same when faced with questions
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(remember Adam and Eve who didn’t consult God for answers and the result –
death!).
But when Daniel sought for an interpretation of this vision, he was first told
then something odd, he was told to “to shut it up”, “close the book”, for the
prophecy had nothing to do with that temple laying desolate back there in
Jerusalem, but, this prophecy was actually describing events way off in time,
way off in the future, too far off for Daniel to consider.
Now of course that sparked Daniels curiosity, and He begged God for the
answers and the interpretation then of what it meant, despite having been
told to shut it up forget it.
We see this desire of Daniel for truth in a prayer you can read in Daniel 9, and
since Daniel was so loved by God, and was so faithful in all that he did for Him,
God gave Daniel “the interpretation of what that time frame of 2300 days
represented”, but, that cleansing had to do with the temple of God “in
heaven” not earth, and the fulfillment of the 2300 days prophecy would mark
“the beginning of the final judgment in heaven” settling all the case of the past
either for or against God, and that judgment would begin at the end of that
prophecy “fulfilling it”, but in so doing it gave also dates of the events that had
to do with salvation; like the year of the appearance of the predicted Messiahs
first coming, and these events were given in “time frames” as well so that
there would be no doubt that when the Messiah came “on prophetic as well
as historical time”, everybody would know it was Him and not some
imposture, and listen; “this prophecy is for us as well” since it stretched into
our period of history, marking the end times to come, at “the end of that
prophecy begins the judgment” given as the cleansing of the sanctuary-same
thing for that day of Yom Kippur was a day of judgments for Gods people back
then and a typical service with the anti-typical one being the judgment that
started in 1844AD.
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When our case (the cases of the living) will come up some time in the courts of
heaven, we won’t be there but our advocate will (Hebrews 8, I John 2) and this
is another aspect of prophecy we must know! By which gives us the way of
salvation “through the Messiah” as well as all of those faithful throughout
history from the beginning to the end. (see www.mosescats.com “Yom
Kippur”)
Here is a breakdown of that longest of time prophecies given in the Bible of
“2300 day/representing years in length”, from its starting point, given around
“Daniels time” till it’s end “in our time”, that foretells, of events that come
clear up past BC time, into AD time and to our generation.

This prophecy, as all the others, recorded and transcribed all throughout the
years leading up to the transcribing in 200BC of the Dead Sea scrolls, all tell of
events that not only would take place up to 200BC “but then stretches on to
the greatest of all future events predicted in time (from Eden) and that being
“the Messiah’s first coming!”
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Beginning with His baptism in (27AD), to His death in (30AD), all of the
foretold events came true and not only on the political front, but how it
affected the religious front as predicted by God. Focusing of course “to the
very hour His life was cut off af the cross”, being
“the most important prophecy” in the Bible;
Telling what would take place in history
in that very year, being also
“the focal point of History itself BC/AD”,
telling of events accomplished by not only the Romans, but By His own church
in (30AD) concerning the Messiah, and then, this prophecy stretches beyond
that event, that marked the cruxes of the two great periods of time as it were
that we still honor today in dating past and present, to “the handing off of the
history and Gospel the Jews brought forward, but failed to keep it, to the
second church of the Gentiles (34AD), and then passing on in foretold history
all through the Dark Ages (Rev. 12) up to the time when that “little horned
beast” that came up out of Rome in the previous prophecies, to when it
would receive it’s wound (1798AD), to the blessed day or year (1844AD) when
the true remnant church, could once again, because of the wound of the
papacy, be able to spread the unadulterated Gospel into the whole world, the
Gospel kept hidden by God during that long 1260 year period, but now in that
blessed year hence the Gospel, eternal Gospel would be able to go into all the
world as a witness “unconstrained” (See “the Early and Latter Rain ancion”
coming soon to Amazon).
Until that is, such a time when “that wound would heal” and all the world
(Rev. 14) would follow “the worship of that little horn power once again”, and
when it would become fully “the Abomination of desolation” as God had
described her to become, way back there in Daniels time (Daniel 8:9-8,13),
and that power will claim to stand in the holy place of God, being just a man of
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no Godly authority, he will be anti-Christ as the Messiah warned us to know
the truth about in His time as spoken by Daniel (Matthew 24:15) the prophet
who told us about that time to come, “our time”, and friend “all those
prophecies and warnings were given for us” down here post 1844AD and
why?
To help us see clearly who that power was and will be, and, as is in all the ages
these warnings were “recorded by God in advance” (The importance of
Prophecy), keeping us informed right up to the very end, and that “our
salvation” hangs in the balance; “by what and who we believe in and worship
with” as the Bible defines. Revelation 14:6-11 may be one of the most
important texts for those who worship in the last days so that they are sure
just who it is they are worshiping and as you can see it is a salvation issue, and
this message is as verse 6 states, and friend, that includes the religious
“especially” for they are the most in danger. (Therefore the importance of
prophecy cannot be understated. It’s clearly and emphatically stated there in
the last words of our Savior, if only we would see it; (Revelation 22:6-9) What
more can He say?
Do you see now why the discovery of those “Dead Sea Scrolls” was and is so
important, and something that everyone needs to know?
Because they prove the Bible as the one thing in this world we can know for
sure is truth, unadulterated and His prophecies were given in advance by God
as proofs that the Word of God is Truth given to us as a people, (church) so
that we can know who we are and who we can be, and friend;
“life forever hangs on our faith,
as did Abrahams faith
(father of the faithful)
as did all who came before him
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(Hebrews 11). But Abraham’s faith is no more important than Daniels faith,
Johns faith, Luther’s faith and men like him who lost their life standing for its
truth. (Revelation 12:11-12)
Men like Sir Isaac Newton who took the time to understand those things that
have been spelled out since the beginning, things for us us to know “as our
Savior and Lord requested”. All these things were given “for all those who
believe in the God of prophecy and all these things were found to be “Truth
for all times” and they took them to heart.
Will we?
How then does the discovery of the Dead Sea scrolls prove the Bible as the
Word of God from Genesis to Revelation?
It’s simple - through “Prophecy” - and how so, as if we haven’t already been
shown?

THE SCROLLS
The Dead Sea scrolls as we know, were discovered in 1947 AD, and when they
were carbon dated, it was found they were transcriptions (hand written
copies) of the scriptures handed down through the ages to that time in 200BC,
and put in jars for preservation (by Gods design I’m sure of it now), put in
caves where they lied hidden from Gods enemies for their protection (and
future proofs as we should be sure of by now).
These transcriptions, which were obviously written by religious scribes
(Important point), when found in 1947AD were compared to the “Bibles we
held in our religious hands” at the time, by Biblical scholars (important point)
of Gods’ Word; “they were found to be essentially the same scriptures we
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hold today”, hand copies of the history of God as had been done since Moses’
time who first put them to pen.
Get this now, as we hit the nail on the head of proof;
the book of “Daniel was found among those scrolls”,
and it contained the history as we’ve seen it above,
including “prophecies that hadn’t happened as yet
in the year that they were being copied in 200BC”.
Prophecies yet to play out but recorded in advance by God, things like;
Rome, was not a religious center “as was Nineveh known to be” by all Greek
scholars and polymaths (Like the one we saw on the map earlier), and Rome
had not achieved World Empire status and that wouldn’t happen for another
60 years in the future of when the coping of those ancient manuscripts took
place, and what’s even more telling, and the greatest proof of all; “the
Messiah hadn’t come as yet”, as predicted to come in the very year given in
those prophecies they were transcribing!
You know, the One Gods people had been waiting on since Eden, the “One”
His own church rejected.
So, even if it was His people hand copying His Word, they had no idea of His
soon coming (scheduled to happen 196 years in their future), as did the
church obviously when He came, despite the prophecy?
Despite those “predicted events spelled out in God’s Word” as far back as
605BC, and really even as far back in Eden (Genesis 3:15), the actual coming of
the Messaih as well as other predictions “were not history as yet, and
wouldn’t be for another 100 to 1700 years in the future”.
“Yet” God gave them, sent His Son to testify of them (Rev. 19:10), then had to
hide them, and at a given prophetic time, He resurrected them, and looking
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back; we can see “all those prophecies He gave came true 100% fulfillments
just as He had predicted”, making the Bible we hold today undoubtedly, the
most ancient documented texts, “making them our history”.
The Bible is Mankind’s history
“by virtue of Prophetic Fulfillments”
no one “could have seen”
especially when the Dead Sea Scrolls
were being transcribed.
How do we know that?
They hadn’t happened yet!!
Can you see this, and if so, what is the question then?
Still in doubt?
If so, and I know it’s a lot to take in, but if it’s more detail you need; see
Appendix “Biblical prophecy” for the complete study.

SCROLLS: Gods word - our history…
God’s Word is absolutely, unequivocally without doubt “our history, and God
has seen fit to not only record it “but preserve it”, why would we doubt our
God “if He is our God?”
He has preserved His word for mankind “to receive the most important thing
he (Mankind-you and me and our children) can receive” and that is “eternal
Life”, offered only through the Messiah, and friend, no one else, no worldly
priest, preacher, cleric, religion or Kim young moon or any man or woman,
church nor religion who may claim to offer eternal life if we believe in them
and especially “Mary”, can offer, what only the Creator God, the God of S84

Abba-th can offer, “life eternal through His Son alone and He proves it beyond
a shadow of a doubt!”
To those “who keep His Commandments” and believe “His testimonies” (Rev.
12:17, Rev. 14:12) “which is the Faith”, as witnessed by the faithful
throughout the ages of time” through prophecy as we have now seen in
context, and, prophecy my friend (Rev. 19:10) is what the testimony of Jesus
was and is!
Prophecy which our God has seen fit “to send to us as His gift - free for the
taking”, and we can take that offer to the bank if we but choose to do so!
So;
Isaiah 8: KJV
16
Bind up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples.
17
18

And I will wait upon the LORD, that hideth his face from the house of Jacob, and I will look for him.

Behold, I and the children whom the LORD hath given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel from
the LORD of hosts, which dwelleth in mount Zion.

19

And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that
peep, and that mutter: should not a people seek unto their God? for the living to the dead?

20

To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no
light in them.

21

And they shall pass through it, hardly bestead and hungry: and it shall come to pass, that when
they shall be hungry, they shall fret themselves, and curse their king and their God, and look upward.
22

And they shall look unto the earth; and behold trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish; and they
shall be driven to darkness. -Isaiah 8:16-20-

~mosescats~
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APPENDIX;
BABYLON
Turned to dust: Saddam's version of Babylon
May 5, 2003 Alan Riding

Saddam Hussein was hardly modest. Among the Iraqi heroes whom he considered his equals were Hammurabi,
Nebuchadnezzar II and Alexander the Great. Since each had ruled Mesopotamia from Babylon, Saddam built a palace
on a man-made hill beside the footprint of the once-great city. And since the view was of a dusty excavation site, in
1987 he ordered construction of a replica of Nebuchadnezzar's vast palace. For school groups and tourists visiting this
latest Babylon, 70 kilometers (45 miles) south of Baghdad, the message was clear: Saddam, too, would be remembered
centuries hence. Read all of this article with a FREE trial

Rebuilt Ishtar Gate

Real Babylonian Ruins

Saddams Rebuilding

So “in fact” the city of Babylon is a well-documented historical “fact”, and the
famous hanging gardens of Babylon are still one of the renowned “7 Wonders
of the Ancient World” none can deny this “fact”.

Thus the tower of Babel, from which rubble Nebuchadnezzar obviously raised
“his city”, is also well documented not only in the Biblical records, but also the
contemporary as well, and from artifacts of which many are still buried in the
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region and uncovered every day, but “time” will reveal its precise location I
have no doubt, should “time” and interest last.
As far as the city of Babylon; we know about all there is to know from many
sources, but my favorite is the Biblical account “naturally”, but let me give you
some known statistics.

Artist’s conception of the city of Babylon with the tower of Babel off in the distance

Nebuchadnezzar had married a woman form Lebanon, a most beautiful bride
from a most beautiful city. Lebanon nestled between the mountains and the
Mediterranean Sea, with the world renowned Cedar Trees, majestic in statue
(making our California red woods look puny) all this made Lebanon a paradise.
However, Nebuchadnezzar brought his bride over to Babylon, a city of the
delta region, a desolate kind of place compared to Lebanon, but to make up
for that, he built her a great city of Gold, more splendid than “any city of this
world will ever be” according to the prophet;
Daniel 2:
38 Prosperity attended the nation (Babylon) until
it reached a height of wealth and power that has
never since been equaled-- fitly represented in the scriptures
by the inspired symbol, a "Head of Gold."
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Nebuchadnezzar of course covered his city with this precious metal (Gold)
from the top to the bottom.
Babylon became world renowned for its splendor and modernization by virtue
of the hanging gardens, he placed on its many tiers upward, a modern day
application. All this he did to make his bride feel at home; and successful he
was.
That was the city of "Babylon the great", the capital city of the Babylonian
empire; which ruled the then known world from 605 BC to 538 BC;

TIME LINE:

CREATION

FLOOD

ABRAHAM

BABYLON

YEAR

CROSS

AMERICA

NOW

4005 BC

2344

1917

605 BC

“0“

31 AD

1776

2010

"God portrayed Babylon as the head of gold in prophecy –
Truly she was the last of her kind"

Babylon was truly the golden city, even God, according to an obscure prophet
of the 1800's, was impressed by it grandeur. Notice what she writes God said
about this city, giving also bible texts;
Prosperity attended the nation until it reached a height of wealth and power that has never since
been equaled-- fitly represented in the scriptures by the inspired symbol, a "head of gold." Daniel
2:38. {ED 175.4}
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Isaiah 47:1-5.
O daughter of the Chaldeans; ........... The lady of kingdoms."
Jeremiah 51:13; Isaiah 13:19; 14:23
"O thou that dwellest upon many waters, abundant in treasures,
........."Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees' excellency,
{ED 176.3}

Historians have supported the biblical writings about that great city of
Nebuchadnezzar, that it truly was the golden city, of the golden kingdom, of a
golden age never to be repeated nor seen again.

The great city of Babylon rose up in sight of the old tower of Babel.
Babylon’s metropolis towered to a height never reached by any of its
successors.
Situated in the Garden of the east; laid out in a perfect square “sixty miles” in
circumference, “fifteen miles” on each side, as big as any of our “largest cities
(proper)” in size.
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Surrounded by a wall up to “300 feet” high and “87 feet” thick:

About the size of this building for
comparison, we are talking about
a WALL, surrounding the entire
city, about the size of New York
proper, a wall all the way around it
15 miles long “on each side” with a
MOAT around it of “equal Capacity”
of the wall itself 300 feet deep by
87 feet wide.

I’m not sure we can comprehend the sheer size of just the wall of the city itself
much less the interior towers?
The city was divided into squares by its many streets, each “150 feet” in width,
crossing at right angles, every one of them straight and level. The two
hundred and twenty five (225) sq. miles of the cities enclosed surface was laid
out in luxuriant pleasure grounds and gardens, interspersed with magnificent
dwellings.
This city with its sixty miles of moats, its sixty miles of outer wall, its thirty
miles of river wall through its center, a fifteen mile long river! Then it’s prize
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possessions that made it famous, its hanging gardens raising terrace above
terrace till they equaled in height to "the walls" themselves that's 600 feet up
x fifteen miles square ? Twice the height of that building!
A staggering “200 feet higher than the pyramid at Gaza”, and that pyramid is
only 13 acres square, compared to 15 miles square! A man made mountain!
The temple of Belus in the city was itself was three miles in circumference,
just the temple, with its two royal palaces; one - three and one half, and the
other; eight miles in circumference. A subterranean tunnel under the river
Euphrates connected these two palaces.
The perfect arrangement of the city was set up not only for convenience and
ornament, but also for protection and defense. With its impregnable, unscale-able walls and moat, and unlimited resources, this city had enough
provisions on hand to hold out under a twenty year siege from any enemy,
and actually with its broad limits could furnish food indefinitely for its
inhabitants never having to leave the city, thus could essentially hold up
forever against any siege.
This city is still the only city known by man to be impenetrable that could have
held her independence clear up into the 16th century, and under total selfsufficiency if allowed by God.
The river Euphrates entered and emerged into the city passing under its
immense walls, and great piles were driven down into the river only allowing
enough space for water to pass acting as gates against the enemy. Some of
the pilings only extended down about half way to the bottom of the river
which at that point was 300 feet deep, this then was the only place where
garrisons were needed in the unlikely hood anyone could fathom the 150 feet
to go under the piling's, but it was heavily guarded on that unlikely account,
considering; “any sizable amount of the enemy would not be able to tread
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water long enough to make a successful attempt to enter the city before they
were bowed down”.
Thus was the great city, of the first world empire, "Babylon the magnificent",
which seemed to be able to last forever, but….
Isaiah 47:1-5
"Come down, and sit in the dust, O virgin daughter of Babylon,
Sit on the ground: there is no throne. . . .
Sit thou silent,
And get thee into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans;
For thou shalt no more be called, The lady of kingdoms.".
"O thou that dwellest upon many waters, abundant in treasures,
Thine end is come, and the measure of thy covetousness,"
"Babylon, the glory of kingdoms,
The beauty of the Chaldees' excellency,
Shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah." {Ed 176.2}
"I will also make it a possession for the bittern, and pools of water: and I will sweep it with the besom of destruction,
saith the Lord of hosts." Jeremiah 51:13; Isaiah 13:19; 14:23. {Ed 176.3}

(See complete Article on www.amazon.com “A Temple of Time”)

When Nebuchadnezzar conquered the world for the first time; “Gods city of
Jerusalem” did not escape, in fact; what Sennacherib could not do
“Nebuchadnezzar did”, and that was to leave the city of God in ruins. He
broke down the temple and actually stole the gold and golden objects from
the temple as well as plundered and ransacked the people, killing some, but as
was his custom was from all the cultures he beset, he took captives of the
young and brilliant men, as a means of getting from them I suppose all the
good their culture and people had contributed to a society, as
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Nebuchadnezzar was the first in establishing “a global society”, technically
speaking that is.

You see; there were cultures of people who were founded in many parts of
the Middle east, descendants of the three sons of Noah, as they spread out
each going their own way as a result of the separation by God of the “one
language into several” at the tower of Babel, as recorded in the Biblical record.
We know this established not only the tongues but also the cultures and
eventually the societies.

The early conquerors obviously had interest in sustaining the history of the
cultures (for control), but as time went on, and the perversion of subsequent
kings, that connection, that well-formed societies and cultures leave to
mankind’s history, got less and less important1, and naturally so, for there is a
devil who wants to destroy all of the history of God and supplant his own, and
friends he’s been pretty successful, especially since Darwin, and the new way
of thinking backed by other agnostics from the past; Plato, Socrates and such,
but, try as you like; “the past always comes back to haunt those who oppose
it” and; now “we know all about Babylon2 as well as all the cultures and
subsequent societies and empires that replaced Babylon the most infamous
being the first of the great empires of the world.

1

A prime example is the destruction of each Pharaohs achievement in monuments and statues of themselves including history about them
which these monuments portrayed, by the next Pharaoh in line even the sons were guilty, and then there was China in the 2 nd century BC when
that Emperor destroyed all their history for his power thirst. We see in our own society the democrats verses Republicans each trying to
destroy the others creditability and hindering advancement until some day one will radically change us for the worse. Obama? I’ve heard it
said that there is talk here in 2010 that we are going to eliminate history from our schools curriculum. Guess what? Here we go, so we are no
better than all the previous usurpers of power.
2
Before I drop off Babylon and continue to come down the “historical trail”, let me add one caveat to this mix of proofs from the past,
something Satan has done well to keep away from those seeking the reality of our past as described from the Bible as the instrument of the
history of mankind. This proof came from the time of Babylon and was discovered from those ruins, and it speaks for itself as well as Biblical
history. See appendix “Babylon speaks for God unbeknownst”.
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Who were those empires that followed Babylon as world conquers? The Bible
names the first three, two of them years before they were even established,
by name mind you in a prophecy and not by some writer looking back, but
God looking ahead!
Babylon was overcome by Medo-Persia (in Daniels time), and Medo-Persia
was overcome by Greece, and Greece by Rome (the last to rule the whole
world under one head), and that brings us up to our age “AD from BC”.

TIME LINE:
BC

CREATION

FLOOD

BABYLON

4005 BC

2344BC

605 BC

MEDO-PERSIA
538 BC

AD

GREECE

ROME

YEAR

331 BC

168 BC

“0“

ROME FALLS
476 AD

Rome was “the last of the world empires” and it controlled the then social
world from 168 BC to 476 AD right past the time of Christ.
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NEWTONS BOOK
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WOUND
The year of the deadly wound 1798 AD “exactly 1260 years from the date” the ex-Roman emperior Justentine turned
over the remanents of the defeated rag tag remnants of the /Roman Empire to the church thus she had full control both
religiously and politically from (538 AD). Politics and Religion a deadly combination “one that will take down the
USA on the road to the end”, just hide in the bushes and you will see. Sunday blue laws of the 1888 AD congress was
just a start, and it could have happened then but I believe God gave us a little more time before the last events begin,
marked by a Sunday Law mandating Religion and who’s religion? The BEAST’S!
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WOUND HEALED

Using the BiBles very words!!
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~Mussolini giving Pope his power back in 1929~
**Taken from the book “We Look Like God” on www.theuniversalreligion.com **
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ROMES CHALLENGE
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This site mysteriously was taken down after I commented on it in 1999±, when I first snagged it.
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SAMUEL MORSE
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104
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I know these are fuzzy but the book is old (1833), if you would like copies
more legible ask, and that goes for anything I’ve attached here.
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GEORGE SMITH
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BIBLICAL PROPHECY
CONFIRMS HISTORY - IN ADVANCE!

I’ve been faced with prophecy all my life being raised as an Adventist
(meaning one who is looking for the return of Christ), received from my great
aunt in the 1800’s, and if you know anything about that people group (formed
from nearly every denomination practicing in the 19th century); you know they
were called to preach and teach prophecy by a Biblical mandate, which could,
by the way, have come “to any people or organized church for that matter at
that time”, but, it came only to those who wanted it, so bad that they pursued
it though ridiculed and rejected by the other religions in those days.
Today, they still teach that same mandate among a very few who do so, and
must I add, using sola scriptura, that is using “the Bible and the Bible only” as
the “giving of prophecy as well as the interpretation thereof” (II Peter 2:1921), and friend, only those who do that can make that claim, because all the
answers have been confirmed by history, provable history that is, and, that’s
by Gods design not man’s, so that “the integrity of the Scriptures is
maintained from Old to New and the only contradictions are manmade who
don’t know what the whole Bible teaches nor care to search for the Truth.
How has it come to that point in “Scripturally given history” when a called
Remnant Church, for the end times, called by a Biblical mandate and
commission “to spread Gods prophecies to the world, which we will see are
the Gospel, (Rev. 14:6-12) the message for the end time preparation (vs. 1214)” which was “the Testimony of Jesus” (Rev. 19:10). How is it, I ask; that this
last voice, for this testimony of Jesus to get out, yet this church in her splinters
are becoming like all the other nominal churches “it thinks its competing with?
I say “Remnant Church” because, todays church must be made of the same
fabric as was the church “to become after its first organized people (a church
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if you will) that came out of Egypt and formed by the Lord their at Mount Sini
where it was first given its mandates, its commission and calling, and
according to prophecy issued to Daniel, this church was to “issue in the
Messiah” make an end to sinning and fulfill Gods prophetic demands (Daniel
9:24), but we all know what happened to that church.
When the Messiah came the church of course didn’t recognize Him must less
fulfilled their commission and mandates just the opposite they actually
breached the Covenant of God (which pointed out their sins and iniquities that
needed to be fulfilled in them (the church at least) “according to the
prophecy”, but as a result they more or less killed the Messiah, His message
and His testimony along with His Covenant and were rejected by the very one
they were to receive and “be like” and usher Him in as king of kings and Lord
of Lords. (Matthew 23:37-39).
The Messiah then turned to the Gentiles and formed the second church as it
were, and they were commissioned in the same manner as His first church
“under the same Covenant” only this time having seen Gods Covenant fulfilled
in the life of Christ they easily saw why the Jews had failed (Hebrews 8:9) and
how they in unison with the indwelling Spirit promised (Hebrews 8:10, John
14:15-17,26) they could be more than overcomers both in mind and body and
the Messiah went back to heaven to work in their behalf.
However we know He sent back to John the commission for the church and
gave them further prophetic visions of the future that He had given Daniel
through revelations from heaven for the time of the end, the last generation
just prior to the second coming that this church was to share with the world
and have His testimony of the “everlasting Gospel” that would carry it through
to the end fulfilling its mission.
What Daniel was given in part according to prophecies (but they were too far
off for Him to see their final fulfillments, but, John was shown the details
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thereof for the end times which were to be a guide, a warning from the Lord
for the church of what it was to face after His departure, and to be a vital part
of the Last day message of the “Everlasting gospel” (Revelation 14:6,7,12) or
friend He wouldn’t have given them, right?
Daniel 12: KJV
And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, O my Lord, what shall be the end of these things?
9
And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end.

8

Revelation 22:
I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the
offspring of David, and the bright and morning star.
17
And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And let him that is
athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.
18
For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall
add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book:
19
And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away
his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this
book.

16

34

Matthew 24: KJV
Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled.
35
Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away.

HISTORY
When the longest of time prophecies, given by God in scripture, came to its
fulfillment in 1843-44 AD, one that had been given over two thousand years
earlier (see Daniel 8-9), “some people group would naturally arise from Gods
calling” having discovered the importance of His prophetic message focusing
on the days they were living, and then begin to herald it around the world,
thus, becoming the remnant church pictured in Rev. chapters 12, 14, and of
course it “would match those descriptions given by God” as His church,
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fulfilling also Isaiah 8:20 as a people, as a church, called by God through
prophecy, and then, through prophecy to reach a deceived world,
Gods design not mans!
Those people living then, in and after that year (1843-4 AD), who took the
time, care and inspiration to do so that is, have then passed Gods message
through prophecy down to us, you and me, so that we can know for sure God
is real and does interject Himself in mankind’s behalf, and warns us of His
enemies, as proven by His prophecies.
So what’s the significance of 1843-4 anyway, and why is it a people group a
church was called and formed to carry that message to the world, and, is still
doing so as we speak, might I add?

This message from God given in the form of a prophecy, as the way “He has
communicated with His church from the beginning”, just so happens to have
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come to a single man, in the days of the early protestant “churches”, formed,
might I add again, from the reformation when the protestors came out of the
mother church “who had gone wrong” over there in Europe; killing and
torturing anyone who would not worship under her mandates.
King James wrote in his introduction to the “King James Bible (KJB)” (see
library of Congress 1st edition) warning us about the status of the church in his
day, and I believe God inspired him to do so and so will you if you take the
time to read it (see www.theuniversalreligion.com “What If The Bible Is True”
for excepts from that Bible), exposing the very things Gods prophecies had
been predicting for over 2000 years, at the time he cannoned his Bible, which
contained Gods futuristic predictions, that would involve His people (us)
following the end of the long 1260 “prophetic” years, known as the “Dark
Ages”, Gods message to the religious, well, to some Christians at least, and
king James was one who was given that insight, as was Sir Isaac Newton,
limited (Daniel 12:4) but none the less saw prophecy fulfilling.
At the end of the 2300 year prophecy in 1844 AD, it appears only one people
group (future major denomination) who desired Gods interpretations in that
year were thusly chosen as it were to carry on that message, and it has done
so since as a worldwide mission and defined particularly in Rev. 14.
After a bitter disappointment of Christ not returning in 1843-44 as the
Millerites (see www.mosescats.com “Yom Kippur”) had determined the Bible
was telling them, but they were sorely disappointed, that group contained
people from every major denomination at the time across the world, but after
the disappointment only a few of those leaders sought God for further
inspiration, to help them understand “why it was they were wrong, where had
they miscalculated the prophecy.
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This was before there was any particular church called to carry out this
prophetic message for God was organized, but, the few who sought God in
earnest for the answer to their disappointment, those few, who hung on
despite the ridicule and the rejection by the mainstream churches at the time,
those few, who knew from all accounts something “big” had to have
happened at the end of that 2300 year prophecy, but what was it then, they
took to prayer?
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ANSWERS
As time went on their constant inquiries and supplications to God were
answered,
transforming a disappointment into understanding, and
understanding then into a calling, and an inspiration to tell the world what
God had shown them.
This soon led to an organized body of people, a church, and since they had put
all their attention into the belief of a second coming, they became known as
Adventists, and by a deep and earnest Bible study they also discovered the
“1000 generations text” (Deut. 7:9) that told of the 7th day of the week as
Gods created it to be (that’s why the reminder of Rev. 14:7 was given), the 7th
day not the 1st or the 5th but the one all of Gods people and churches, from
the beginning, was to worship on! By His design and not mans, known later as
the S-Abba-th, and since the “1000 generations” hadn’t passed, according to
the time reckoned by the Bible, it was still relevant to Gods church as it had
been before the Dark Ages, and now after it was still relevant to Gods called
people (Deut. 6, 7), having this testimony then they later became known as
the Seventh Day Adventist’s.
Please note in all fairness; This could have been any of the major protestant
denominations in that year, who could have taken up the messages of
prophecy, but they didn’t; “it had too much of a sting and ridicule from the
religious world at large” due to the disappointment of misinterpreting the
prophecy, and of course exposing what once was their greatest enemy.
For those who did take up the message it was a lesson learned, when God
finally then opened their eyes to what He had told Peter. (II Peter 1:20-21).
But that didn’t stop the religious rebukes from the now nominal religions, and
the world at large, who now needed convincing of the truth that the
prophecies reveal.
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To date, they have rejected and continued to follow and worship the beast of
Daniel and Revelation Newton pointed two under inspiration, and the power
of Gods enemy to deceive “that the prophecies have so well identified as we
have seen.
The question is; “will we continue to poke fun at those who are genuinely
trying to enlighten us with Gods final message for the world or, continue to
fall for the deceptions and lies of the false prophets, teachers and clergy no
matter their title?

They could have been the ones today preaching and teaching that end time
message of the three angles (Rev. 14:8-9-12), as we are going to see it is. But
none did among the mainstream denominations already organized at that
time, none felt the need of knowing what God had to say both about the past
and also about the future in those prophecies and especially the one “which
obviously fulfilled in that very year”.
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This has become one of the greatest of losses for all of mankind, not to
mention the protestant churches themselves, being those who formed after
the breaking away from the Roman Catholic church during the reformation,
and because of this loss “in the understanding of prophecy”, they have been
fooled into thinking that all Christian churches are actually “Christian”,
meaning followers of Christ, His faith, His testimony, His Covenant (remember
what it was that was inside the ark of the Covenant that made it so holy),
“Gods Covenant” of course with mankind.
Including His S-Abba-th
commandment (that doesn’t start out with ‘thou shalt not’ because it is the
one fulfilled by John 14:15; love for God first 4, love for mankind last six, it‘s a
two way relationship John 14:21, Matthew 22:36-40, Deut.6:5-25, Luke 10:2537).
The fourth of the ten is how all the others are to be kept, and a reflection of
the keeper, and how serious they are (the Lord said that He is “the Lord of the
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Sabbath” and the Sabbath was made for man by His God thru Him (Mark 2:27,
John 1), and it was made to last for 1000 generations (Deut. 7:9) right?
Christ acknowledged this, and tells us at the same time “the earth isn’t going
to last that long (Math. 5:17-18)”. So every dotting of the “I” and the crossing
of the “t” is to be upheld “till at least the old earth is destroyed and the new
earth is created (Rev. 21)”, but then to the serious student we find, even after
that “in the new heavens and earth, as it has always been mind you, “will the
Sabbath be Gods worship day (Isaiah 66:22-23)”.
That’s just a few of the many texts telling of Gods S-Abba-th, the Lords day not
mans.
You can easily see this for its Gods worship day; “the one He put His Fathers
most intimate name on” (didn’t you see it in all the times I’ve mentioned it?
(Mark 14:36, Romans 8:15, Galatians 4:6) Certainly He wouldn’t have put the
name of the SUN on His day as did about all the pagan religions of the past,
and now future; “Sun-day”, and yes she had 1260 years to come up with a
better name “but she didn’t, hasn’t”, that’s because she is under a deception
(II Thessalonians 2) God has kept her in I’m sure “to expose her at her very
heart”, and her claims that Sun-day is the christian (small “c”) sabbath (small
“s”), and the protestants accept this, tells me the whole story, and, confirms
prophecy. (Rev. 13:3, remember “Rome’s Challenge”)
Let me ask you: if these few texts I’ve used are ambiguous like the ones the
protestants use to try and defend Sun-day, then “the whole Bible, Old and
New testaments are in Question”, making it appear that Jesus did away with
the S-Abba-th on the cross, and confirmed Sun-day through his decimals, yet,
think about it; doesn’t that make Him out to be the liar, the deceived, when
He said not one of the Commandments nor any part of them are to pass
(away-removed), and that He didn’t come to do so but “to live them out”?
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He came to live out His Fathers law and not break even one! (John 14 is clear)
Making Him the only One worthy to open the book of life you had no idea
existed. (Rev. 5)
Let me ask you another question; “who is it you serve God or man, even in
your worship day?”
Worship, we are going to find out, is one of the telltale signs of just who it is
we serve; “as saints of God” or “marked by the beast” exposed in Daniel and
further revealed in Revelation (Rev. 13:16, 14:9,11, 15:2, 16:2, 19:20, 20:4),
these texts are meant as warnings to us and possibly to scare those who have
never read it in it’s true context to make a change (Hebrews 10:1-31), but
there’s still time to change sides and fall into the safety of the Hand of God
since the return of Christ is at the door. (Rev. 14:12-14)
We are at the threshold and Christ hasn’t come back yet, but soon that great
edict of (Rev. 22:10-12) will sound, but, He said way back there in Johns time
96AD “the time is at hand” (vs. 10,12) as I said; “how long ago did He say
that?”
Our “works” friend will define us in that day, are all of our works “His”? (Vs’s
13-21)

YESTERYEAR
The S-Abba-th, as I said, this small group of believers discovered after 1844 AD
“was still to be the worship day of God that had been changed by the beast”,
thus it was being reinstituted by God to His remnant church after the long
Dark Ages ended and light was able to once again be shed, and, it too was
made part of the 1843-44 movement (remember chart) and heralded by this
small group who had come out, first from the church of the Beast who had
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gone wrong, and now out from the protestant denominations who too had
followed her in her worship, seeing this this small group started following all
the ways of God, sola scriptura, living as they were shown to look as did their
master (John 14:11-31) following Gods Covenant Commandments not mans;
Mark 7: KJV
He answered and said unto them, Well hath Esaias prophesied of you hypocrites, as it is written, This
people honoureth me with their lips, but their heart is far from me.
7
Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men.
8
For laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of men, as the washing of pots and
cups: and many other such like things ye do.
9
And he said unto them, Full well ye reject the commandment of God, that ye may keep your own
tradition.
10
For Moses said, Honour thy father and thy mother; ……

6

While the issue, Christ is addressing, may have been on Jewish customs, look
at the big picture for these things are for our example notice “the specific
reference to the Ten Commandments” as this gives us a clue of at least to
what “commandments” (Covenant) He was in reference to, and listen; “not
some abbreviated ones” the nominal churches give to do away with the SAbba-th, taking the Lords words completely out of context, as He was
speaking of “the principals on which the Big Ten are based”.
Here’s the context;
Matthew 22: KJV
Then one of them, which was a lawyer, asked him a question, tempting him, and saying,
36
Master, which is the great commandment in the law?
37
Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy mind.
38
This is the first and great commandment.
39
And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.
40
On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets
35

Again, if this one text taken out of context, cancels out all the many texts the
Bible gives (Old and New) on the Sacredness of Gods “7th” day Sabbath “that
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any sincere seeker can find in a search if they really love the Lord”, (John
14:15). Then, we may as well throw out the Bible as “contradicting itself as
many of the Bible scoffers claim, like the nominal churches do “by turning
away from the scriptures” and follow their own religion, as those did in the
Lords day, doing the same thing the old time Jews (first church) did!
Identifying then, the “new time” Jews (second church) of whom Paul identifies
while addressing the “Gentile” Romans (Romans 2:10-29).
This is just one issue that identifies the protestant churches from 1843AD to
present, and it’s because of their lack of Bible study verses their handed down
traditions which take their priority, and especially from their lack of
understanding prophecy (correctly-Biblically interpreted) being examples that
God has shown them of the past errors, and what the future was to be near
the end of time that should bleed out those errors from our minds, hearts,
and hands (works) (Rev. 14:12-14, 22:14).
But instead of learning from the past, especially after God reinstituted
prophecy since 1844 AD and since the remnant church has reminded them
over the years, particularly the last 50 or so, they haven’t listened to Gods
voice, and have actually perverted Gods prophecy, and by doing so, they have
lost their power to save in Gods ways including the S-Abba-th, and that has led
them back to the ways of the mother church and her worship, her false
doctrines, and abominations as God defines them, that, “she invented and
promoted during the Dark Ages” when her church, that even calls herself “the
mother church”; puts Mary as co-matrix to Christ and “at her head” the Pope
her mouth.
Daniel 7:8
I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them another little horn, before whom
there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn were eyes like the
eyes of man, and a mouth speaking great things.
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Revelation 13:6
And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and
them that dwell in heaven.

Yet she is still looked to as the mother by protestants after nearly 80 years
have passed since she regained he power in 1929 (see attachment “wound
healed”) from the 1798 wound, she still claims to be the only church of God,
yet she attaches herself to the seat of the beast, “Rome”, and still the
protestant churches don’t get it, and listen, “it’s more than just her location
on the seven hills there in Italy that gives her away (Rev. 17:9).
There is the well documented history that tells why she still goes by the name
of “Roman Catholic church”; History tells us she was given her universal
“religious” power in 508 AD by Clovis’s conversion to Roman Catholicism, and
she holds to it, for there was a time when she also had political power in the
world (538-1798AD) and she wants it back. (See www.mosescats.com
“Lincoln” a real eye opener, a must read).
History tells us she at one time not only had religious power as the mother
given to her in 508 AD, but in 538 AD Emperor Justinian the survivor of the
collapsed Roman Empire (the 4th and last beast the world has known and will
ever know we found out (Daniel 2), but even as he handed her that power,
she really didn’t even want it “coming from him”, because, it was really one
she was about to receive anyway on her own Romesh merits, by her
conquering of three of the nations (Daniel 7:8,24 Rev. 13) that had taken
Rome down she called heretics and pagans, [it takes one to call one fits here]
she then had gained a political hold on the European, Mesopotamian world by
herself, as the last of those thee nations fell in 538 AD and the world was hers
for the next 1260 years, and guess what?
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God predicted it all 1000 years in advance of it happening, and it happened
just as He said it would.
In the very year He predicted and made part of His prophecy, the year her
reign was to temporarily end, when the Pope was taken of his throne by
French general Berthier of Napoleons army (1798 see attachment “Wound”),
on Napoleons attempted conquering of the political world, but I might add
again as a reminder; it was not to be “prophetically” for no one empire or
kingdom or nation would “alone” (under one head) control the world until
Christ comes back (according to Gods prophetic message to Daniel, see Daniel
2:40-43) and friend, they haven’t to today.
But many have tried; Napoleon was just one battle away, Hitler was just one
nation short, because God said none will rule, remember the Image shown
Nebuchadnezzar king of the first of four world dominating empires, and the
toes of iron mixed with clay indicating the ten nations but none having
strength to rule alone ever again, and you best believe “they won’t and you
can take that to the bank.”
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Since 1798 when the political and religious power of the church was taken
away from her by God (Rev. 13:3) this allowed then the “blessed year” (Daniel
12:9-12) of 1843-4 to then begin; “the accomplishment of the remnant
churches mission”, set out for them by the Messiah, Christ Himself, now that
the enemy had been subdued for a time “until that is her deadly wound would
be completely healed, and then she would make her move to corrupt the
churches further into her abominable ways (Gods words not mine).
(Remember “Wound Healed” above)
Throughout the Dark Ages most all of the Biblical scholars, men who took the
Bible and the Bible only (Sola Scriptura) and not tradition as their sword of
God’s word, they knew the world history as well as Gods predicted history,
and they knew who this power was.
Men like Sir Isaac Newton who wrote a book on prophecy and calculated the
way of interpreting the year for a day principal that helped us put the
prophecies in time and history, confirmed by scripture of course as well.
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(Remember “Newtons Book” above)
Most of the Roman Catholic priests who studied the Bible independently of
the traditions, knew this as well, and that’s why they broke away from the
mother church, and Protestantism was borned, as was the hate of the mother
for them.
(Remember “Rome’s challenge” above)
Priests like Martin Luther, who gave their lives for the cause of religious
freedom, a freedom that “did not exist” outside of the church who was in
charge during those long years of persecution, death to anyone who went
against the church, it was the original Jerod, all outside the church were
considered heretics and worthy of death, and by her hand mind you, and
death they were given until her power to do so was temporally terminated by
God.
She still considers protestants the same today, look it up by the Popes own
words although today he speaks like a lamb and not as harshly spoken as in
the past, it’s all written down and recorded by them, and according to God it’s
just a matter of time till her big and last ally of Rev. 13 joins her (apostate
Protestantism USA) and she will attack and kill once again in the name of god,
her god that is, and he was given the name of “the great red dragon” (Rev.
12), this is Gods exposé not mine.
Most of the major protestant denominations in the 19th century knew this as
well, as notable men like Samuel Morse (pen name “Brutus”) inventor of the
Morse code. (See attachments), who also warned Lincoln of her intentions
against him.
All protestant churches, who formed out of the reformation, especially their
fathers met with persecution during the latter part of the Dark Ages, they all
knew this well, and knew the death their forefathers met was by horrible and
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terrible means, torture of the highest order, as we are seeing coming back
again today, and done “in the name of God” mind you, no matter what name
they claim their god has “it’s not ABBA” God or their worship would be as His
and their conduct out of love “not fear and death” or paradise promises that
characterize the use thereof exposing false prophecy.
Some of the torture chambers in Europe are still visible in the basements of
the mother churches monasteries, even today, as well as are the “markers of
the sites” where Protestants fathers were burned at the stakes.

WYCLIFFE BURNED AT THE STAKE WHILE POPE LOOKS ON
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HUSS MEMORIAL IN PROGUE HE ALSO WAS BURNED AT STAKE

But today the Protestants have forgotten the way their forefathers were
treated, and ignore the fact that they are still considered heretics by the
Papacy, and according to her their only hope is to come back to the mother
church if they want to have eternal life. Knowing this still isn’t keeping them
from rallying to her, acknowledging her as their mother and “worship on her
day”. Billy Graham a once voice for Protestantism called her “the Christian
conscience of the world”, most of the protestants have gathered to her side
today as we have already seen.
Just look up the real, behind the scenes, feelings of the Catholic church for
protestants and you will see it hasn’t changed, but, the present Poe is using
cunning psychology and love themes to make it appear he and his church have
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real feelings for the poor protestants and they need to return to the Eucharist
and mass and mother Mary for salvation.
Don’t be taken in God has already defined her deceptions and cunning, and He
says “all the world will eventually follow her, fall for her is putting it better,
and why not they keep her worship day sacred. (Remember Rome’s Challenge)
She is the abomination that will bring desolation and God said it I didn’t, and
all the world will be swayed by the smooth words of the Papacy as a wolf in
white lambs clothing, just as the Jews were called whited sepulchers
(Matthew 23:27) so are they.
They do this for political reasons, and under the deception “by the power”
Paul even saw coming (II Thessalonians 2:3-17), and listen Paul had personal
experience of being deceived and thinking he was doing Gods service killing
the Jews. Miraculously though he was turned around in that belief but, not so
these religious leaders both Christian, and even those of other faiths, who as
Paul (under a deception remember) thought to kill the
heretics/infidels/Christians was doing Gods service, and listen “it’s the
religious leaders that are calling the shots now, or will be”, despite their
religious conception of God.
God told Paul clearly what He thought about their falling for that powers
deceptions, deceptions that wars against “truth and Gods word”, waring
spiritually to quieting Gods Word and or perverting it out of existence, as she
the mother church and others have tried many times in the past, (Dark ages
burning of Bibles people etc.), but the truths of God have been preserved by
Him and His Word through prophecy stands as witnesses against them.
The churches today deceptively believe, or will soon be convinced by her,
speaking of the mother church that God specifically points out (Rev 13, Rev
17:13-18), they will be convinced that joining her is their only hope, and unity
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is the only hope for the worlds saving, maybe by jihad against ISIS type groups
who knows how it will play out?
God tells us then, when that time comes, and she will be the leading religion
once again, and her persecuting power will resume when she gets her “full
power” back (Rev. 13) astonishing enough from primarily the support of the
protestants here in the land of “freedom from religion” the USA, but, soon to
become the land of “freedom of religion”, at least Gods.

REMOVING GODS TEN COMMANDMENTS (COVENANT) FROM OUR SIGHT

But not in the context it’s stated today, but as it was formed originally and set
in the Constitution of America as freedom “from” religion.
The USA land of the free, being the last harbor for the Gospel as defined in the
books by God we are going to look at next, and we will see clearly this end
time full power of the beast will astonishingly be done by the USA who creates
an image unto her, the last of the protestant Christian nations, as she joins her
in her doctrines, traditions and her worship day “she made holy” not God, and
worse, she will “by law” force men to worship her way or, by economic and
deadly means suffer the consequences (Rev. 13, Sunday Blue Laws-see
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appendix in “We Look Like God” on www.theuniversalreligion.com ), and the
day will come , according to God, when she will once again, with the hands of
the protestants “no longer protesting”, as they gather up of all who go against
her and her religious protégés (considering them heretics or infidels once
again), and as God predicts “death will be their end (Rev. 13)”, nothing’s
changed according to God, despite the wound and time, and, the cycle rolls
around again and again, yet, no one see’s it happening even the churches,
deceived by her (who can fight the beast, Rev. 13:4)?
Friend it’s all because the churches did not uphold prophecy in their very
beginnings, back there when the longest of time prophecies fulfilled in 1843
and that knowledge was opened up by Gods design, nor did they even care to
know that the prophecies God gave was for them “to discover the truth and
not fall for the deceptions that would come”, and friend, they have come.
The truths God presents, both in the Old and New testaments, when it comes
to stuff like this, well, it was absolutely not popular back then, and it’s still not
popular today, because popular today is following the state of the art of
religion, if you can call it that.
They would rather hear smooth things as God predicted rather than the truth
(II Timothy 4:1-4) they love to celebrate (Amos 5:18-23 and the cycle goes
around and around and around ), and they stay with praising rather than
feeling guilty, or feel like they are being sought out by the enemy they can’t
see, as she burns incense in seeming peace and love, and while the
protestants chant and talk in tongues and dance to the hip music, and see
satanic miracles as God predicted (Matthew 7:21-23), while praising their
popular preachers who teach nothing but a situation ethics and give their
loyalty to him or her, while the billions confess to the priests, who call
themselves fathers of the faithful, of whom the protestants should know and
be warned, being ignorant of the fact or ignore the Biblical fact that; ”they
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shouldn’t even be using that name, by God command (Matthew 23:9) much
less do they have the power to forgive, much less does the church or the pope
have that power, which only belongs to Christ, but then they claim to be, in
fact, equal with Christ (their words-Gods words II thessa2), and they tells us
Mary is co-matrix with Him and has “the real power to save” as they chant
over and over and as Gods listens and comments (Isaiah 1, Amos 6:5 in
context) I hate your celebrations etc., and to the claiming religious who think
they have arrived and are doing Gods will He says (Mathew 7:21).
Since I have now set the stage for looking at those prophecies and the need to
do so, the absolute critical need to do so, lets now look at the message He
(Christ) sent back to the churches, giving them the ways of preparing for His
return, the prophetic warnings and how we are to view and know prophecy,
and what role it plays with God, and then, you tell me; “if today we can find
any church doing so in fulfilling just these end time descriptions of “Gods
people of the last days”, and what His church should or shouldn’t be teaching;
Revelation 22:
And he said unto me, These sayings are faithful and true: and the Lord God of the holy prophets sent
his angel to shew unto his servants the things which must shortly be done.
7
Behold, I come quickly: blessed is he that keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this book.
8
And I John saw these things, and heard them. And when I had heard and seen, I fell down to worship
before the feet of the angel which shewed me these things.
9
Then saith he unto me, See thou do it not: for I am thy fellowservant, and of thy brethren the
prophets, and of them which keep the sayings of this book: worship God.
10
And he saith unto me, Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this book: for the time is at hand.
11
He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is
righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still.
12
And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work
shall be.
13
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last.
14
Blessed are they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may
enter in through the gates into the city.
15
For without are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and
whosoever loveth and maketh a lie.
6
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16

I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the
offspring of David, and the bright and morning star.
17
And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And let him that is
athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.
18
For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall
add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book:
19
And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away
his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this
book.
20
He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly. Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus.
21
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen.

Before we are through here, by just looking at three chapters of Revelation 12,
14, 22, of the prophecies we are to know, and not take out of His Bible vs.10 &
19 above tells us, thus out of our religion, right?
From the three chapters I mentioned above we are going to discover “only
one” religion still teach these messages since 1844AD, and have “the
testimony of Christ”, and still is keeping His “Covenant” S-Abba-th “that
cannot be misinterpreted” for not one dotting of an “I” or crossing of a “t”
Christ said shall be removed from it as well as the others (Matthew 5:17-48),
nor altered by changing its day of the week preserved by God Himself thru His
prophets, and not the prophets of the Roman Catholic church who; by
substituting merely the day of the week of the Covenant, and this change was
made by her “as a mark of her power” way back in the early years of her
existence. (Appendix “Rome’s challenge”), and as we all know by now “all
99.99% of the protestant churches even including the heads of other religions
as we saw, have rallied around her today, and have taken on her doctrines,
traditions and her worship, and thus turning their power over to her, and
billions have been deceived unknowingly, but an end time message is going
into all the world here in the end as John was shown (Rev. 14:6-12-14) and
those as described therein will either hear or not, accept or not Gods message
and “their description matches their decision”, right?
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The three chapters I mentioned above including chapter 13 from Revelation
tell us the story “by predicting through prophecy all of her (the beast)
accomplishments, most of which are bad when it comes to the church
(Gentiles) who were supposed to have the “Testimony of Christ, and keep
(and of course teach and preach) Gods Ten Commandments including the SAbba-th as described “His remnant church was seen doing by John as the Lord
showed him and usward”.
I have broken down these chapters so that it can be seen clearly these charges
are true and not some individual or some churches made up theology, but the
theology of “prophecy”, the one all the churches have fulfilled as has their
mother “in one way or the other”. (See www.theuniversalreligion.com “We
Look Like God”)
I have presented unarguable prophecy given 600 years before the Messiah
came on the scene, in which that prophecy didn’t meet its fulfillment until
after His death and resurrection, and that prophecy (2300 day/year) predicted
not only His arrival date to the very hour of the cross, but also, the religious
and political powers that followed in Rome’s footsteps and became the Beasts
of Daniel and Revelation down to the abomination of desolation, and like I
said; it will amaze you how God predicted the future even before it happened
with great detail, and likewise even the churches will soon discover their own
disappointment in not knowing Prophecy, and could, and will suffer the
eternal loss because of it, remember Paul’s warning II Thessalonians 2. It’s all
true stick with me and see if you agree, if not at least input it, because you
might need it later when these final day prophecies begin to fulfill around you,
as a hedge against deception.
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BAHEERA
Resource for following
The question is, would a person of the stature, knowledge and intelligence of Prophet
Muhammad,
proceed to propound a new religion and challenge the credibility of both the
prevailing systems of Judaism and Christianity only on the basis of hearsay and superficial
knowledge of them, as suggested by Orientalists?
The Orientalists are not consistent in their allegation that:


The Prophet,
, was ambitious and therefore careful enough to avoid the political
implications of embracing either Judaism or Christianity
 He was careless enough to institute a new religion based on information picked up from
bazaar gossips and Jewish storytellers at wine shops.
Monotheistic Judeo-Christian Influence
It is naïve to say that Islam is blend of second-hand information about Judaism and Christianity with
an inkling of Arab elements in it. It is absurd to suggest that the Prophet,
two religious systems.

, was cognizant of the

The concept of prophethood, the memory of Ibraaheem (Abraham), may Allah exalt his mention, as a
prophet and founder of the Ka`bah, which the Arabs universally cherished, as well as the rites of Hajj
(pilgrimage to the Ka’bah) instituted by Ibraaheem, may Allah exalt his mention, were
unquestionably from before the time of Jews and Christians. Pre-Islamic Arabs, independent of any
Jewish or Christian influence, knew the concept of Allah as the supreme God. The teachings of
Ibraaheem, may Allah exalt his mention, found haven in Arabia long before the arrival of Judaism or
Christianity and the Arabs were already acquainted with the word ‘Haneef’ as the worshipper of One
God.
The Prophet,
, accused the contemporary Arabs, Jews and Christians of having deviated from the
original teachings of their prophets and of having degenerated into polytheism. He also rejected
what they claimed to be the teachings of their scriptures. So he cannot be misconstrued as having
conceived the idea of monotheism from the Judeo-Christian influence.
The Quran does not maintain that it is teaching a new religion. Instead it upholds and revives the
original teachings God has given through all Prophets of all nations. It claims that its teachings are
the same as that of Ibraaheem (Abraham), Moosaa (Moses) and ‘Eesaa (Jesus), may Allah exalt their
mention, and speaks about all of them in glowing terms. Since every Orientalist agrees on the fact
that Prophet Muhammad,
must be something else.

, has not read any of the scriptures, therefore, his source of knowledge
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DEAD SEA SCROLLS PROLOG
When the dead sea scrolls were being compiled from the ancient manuscripts,
and then put in the caves, those scrolls were not opened till 1947, and they
contained the Old Testament books of the Bible including the book of Daniel
“which contained the history of the political/religo world” and the empires
that would come on the scene one after the other. We saw the fall of the
Grecian’s to Rome in 68 BC, and then Rome as God said; that last of the world
dominating empires was divided into 10 kingdoms, and out of those ten
Kingdoms would come a little political power, but, in religious terms a “major
power” who according to God would think to change Gods time and laws
(Daniel 7:25) and speak blasphemies against God and claim to sit on His
throne forgiving sins (which only Christ can do) not worldly priest and
especially “not Mary”, and we see this power take in all of the religious world
who “will” follow her in the end. (Rev. 13:3)
Those Dead Sea Scrolls also contained the greatest of all prophecies (2300
Day/year) that predicted (in years of future history we can count ‘reckon’ as
did Sir Isaac Newton) telling the world of the very year of the Messiahs
crucifixion, as well as the beginning of the final judgment process in heaven
(1844AD) determining who will live forever and who will die forever never to
live again, but not, let me add, not in “the fictitious fires of hell” (which are
not Biblical) but come from the imagination of the mother church to gain
control of souls and churches who have accepted her traditions of the many
and to get her Dark Age power back.
That book also predicted that when she did get her power back she will
genocide again as she did the three nations in the Dark Ages God predicted
would be done by the mother church, and all the religious world will follow
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her or pay the price of death “as heretics”, as not acceptable unless they
convert to her religion, and since she deems them lost already, she, as gods
advocate (arm) on this earth “has the right to take their lives”, and the
protestant churches will agree. This is Gods predictions, written years in
advance, and “confirmed by the Dead Sea scrolls”, and today we see them
playing out just as God said they would, or do we?
The point is; when the dead sea scrolls were hidden in 200 BC none of these
events had happened they were just prophecy no one could even imagine
would happen, (and remember the book of Daniel was closed and Revelations
without that book was hard to understand till 1844AD), but they happened did
just as God foretold, and when they were discovered in 1947 AD some 2000+
years later those prophetic events were then “history already accomplished”
for the most point, just as God said it would unfold and continue to unfold to
the end.
Begging then the question to you and me;
“What about the other aspects of prophecy Newton discovered, Luther knew,
and those events concerning the future church and what it should look like as
we just read it’s description to be?”
If God predicted the future as far back as in Eden about the Messiah to come,
and then told us in 600 BC exactly when He would appear in time and future
history, then I ask; “Why is it the church today doesn’t believe the World was
created by God in Six days as He described it to have been, and that every
living thing was created as an adult capable of bearing offspring of itself, “in
like kind”, both plant, animal and man! (Check it out its true 99% of the main
stream religions follow after the mother churches teaching that god (not the
Biblical God) used the evolution route to create, and don’t give me this
micro/macro stuff).
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Why is it we can’t accept that the history we have been handed by God, and
preserved by God, has proven itself over and over “beyond a shadow of a
doubt”, and that “He has always kept His Word in tact to this very day”
through His prophets, and what He has said about the past is truth, and what
He says about the future will come to be “just as it always has!”
If the Dead Sea Scrolls have told us anything it is;
“God Hid those writings, from ancient times having been passed down and
kept “as sacred scripture” by His chosen people who did so religiously, and He
(God) kept them from being destroyed even by hiding them during the Dark
ages (1260 years) as well hid His remnant church who “kept His Sacred
Covenant (being the Ten Commandments) including “HIS” S-“Abba”-th, who
had also, and will have to the end, the same faith of Jesus and His testimony
(which is the Spirit of prophecy Rev 19:10).
If He told us these things through prophecy, and through His preserved word
as cannoned in the Bible (Protestant Bible not vulgate or paraphrased and not
man interpreted) but His Bible (KJV) available worldwide as the most copied
book forever, then why is it we can’t believe it’s all true, literal and it answers
our greatest and most burning questions that we have been seeking, and that
includes all of us, who think anyway, it answers them unequivocally
“Where it is we come from,
we who are conscious beings,
and where are we going
after death if anywhere.”
We launch billions of dollars out into space and we spend trillions of dollars
trying to discover hope beyond death, when, my friend “it’s always been right
under the nose of our face”, and given to us by our “Creator who; can re136

create us into His Image and His likeness which we were created to be”, and
then, and only then, “we can be fit to live in His world”. A world we can only
fabricate by fiction; as a world where love and goodness prevails in all people
(by choice-big point), and death and sickness and sin is nonexistent.
This is what scares us though, and that is;
“He might ask us to live like that now” and we want our freedom even if it’s
only momentary, and it is my friend; in the perspective of the 60 to 100 years
we live naturally, and without God, even with evolution as our hope “darkness
of the grave is our only hope”.
Sure we fabricate movies and scenarios and fictitious religious dreams given
us by false spirits, false prophets, even religion itself that pretend to offer us
some hope beyond death, but only the God of the Bible has proven Himself
over the years and that “through prophecy”.
If only we would listen and learn….
I’ve added the following footnote for all you so called religious who think you
know God, but you only know what your priest, preacher, Rabi, Cleric or
whatever they call themselves has taught you, but, “Gods teachings” are
found only in His Book, as we have proven, beyond a shadow of a doubt to
repeat myself, and here is just a glimpse of one of those “teachings” derived
from a simple study by one who wants to live forever and seeks to do so. Is
that you, or are you holding on to some man’s theology or theoretical apron
strings, or to some failed philosophy that has no future save speculation based
on nothing but ideas or ideals with no real proven bases.
I implore you, please, look to God for answers and you will find them for He
has been more than predictive Mr. Nye….
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FOOTNOTE

PROPHETs and PROPHECY
Of the three major religions that speak of Jesus; Roman Catholic, Protestants
and Muslim, each regard Him as ä prophet.
But what did the witnesses in His day say about Him, men who were
connected closely to Him, what did they record regarding the past prophets
and their linage He followed after, and what does all this means “to us down
here in our generation post Jesus”? (Last generation Matthew 24:34)
18

Acts 3:
But those things, which God before had shewed by the mouth of all his prophets, that Christ should
suffer, he hath so fulfilled. (Matthew 5:17)
19
Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the times of
refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord.

We are talking future here “for us” should we live to be in His presence when
He comes again to destroy and recreate the earth as it was in the beginning
(Rev. 21:1- )!
20

21

And he shall send Jesus Christ, which before was preached unto you:
Whom the heaven must receive until the times of restitution of all things, which God hath spoken
by the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world began.

Since when?
22

For Moses truly said unto the fathers, A prophet shall the Lord your God raise up unto you of your
brethren, like unto me; him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever he shall say unto you.
23
And it shall come to pass, that every soul, which will not hear that prophet, shall be destroyed
from among the people.
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Strong language given as a warning to our generation disregarding any race or
religion (Romans 2:1-6, 7-11, 12&13) thus;
The Bibles “book of Revelation”, especially the last chapter, a book of final
Words from “God” (Rev 1:1, 2-3) which was sent down to us by “Jesus” Christ,
spells out our “last days” salvation issues, especially in the last chapter, as well
as tells us (identifies for us) just who Gods end time last days people are and
what their work is;
Revelation 22:
6

And he said unto me, These sayings are faithful and true: and the Lord God of the holy prophets sent
his angel to shew unto his servants the things which must shortly be done.
7
Behold, I come quickly: blessed is he that keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this book.
8
And I John saw these things, and heard them. And when I had heard and seen, I fell down to worship
before the feet of the angel which shewed me these things.
9
Then saith he unto me, See thou do it not: for I am thy fellowservant, and of thy brethren the
prophets, and of them which keep the sayings of this book: worship God.
10
And he saith unto me, Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this book: for the time is at hand.
11
He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is
righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still.
12
And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work
shall be.
13
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last.
14
Blessed are they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may
enter in through the gates into the city.

Obviously this describes God people in contrast to those who are not as
follows outside the city denied access(Rev. 20:9), notice too; the truth is
important to God (see also ll Thessalonians 2:1-12 on truth issue)
15

For without are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and
whosoever loveth and maketh a lie.
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Did you notice “their description dictates their reward”, and please notice;
they don’t receive their reward (of eternal life) at death but, “at the second
coming”, just the opposite as the deceived falsely teach.
Continuing on with Acts 3 and its concluding issues that definitely affect us as
we have seen and I pray have taken seriously, we will start again “for context”;
Acts 3:
But those things, which God before had shewed by the mouth of all his prophets, that Christ should
suffer, he hath so fulfilled. (Matthew 5:17)
19
Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the times of
refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord.
20
And he shall send Jesus Christ, which before was preached unto you:
21
Whom the heaven must receive until the times of restitution of all things, which God hath spoken
by the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world began.
22
For Moses truly said unto the fathers, A prophet shall the Lord your God raise up unto you of your
brethren, like unto me; him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever he shall say unto you.
23
And it shall come to pass, that every soul, which will not hear that prophet, shall be destroyed
from among the people.
24
Yea, and all the prophets from Samuel and those that follow after, as many as have spoken, have
likewise foretold of these days.
25
Ye are the children of the prophets, and of the Covenant which God made with our fathers,
saying unto Abraham, And in thy seed shall all the kindreds of the earth be blessed.

18

The deceived churches today teach:
“The messages of Revelation was for the Jews, as is all the Old Testament, it’s
not for the born again/new covenant saved Christians, who can’t be lost as
long as they believe”.
However, that’s not what this text in Acts tells us, because “vs.19” puts “the
implications made” as last day information for us, who are in the final battle
over sin, so that we will be able to stand in the presence of the Lord Jesus
Christ who is coming in the Shekinah Glory of the Father “which destroys sin
and willful sinners “naturally” from His presence ( sin being Biblically defined
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in I John3:4 and Law=Covenant) just pointing that out, as we move on we will
see how this fits.
Get this then;
Since all three religions accept father Abraham as their linage, (see this in
depth www.theuniversalreligion.com ) this means we are these children of the
prophets of vs. 25 above, meaning then all this applies to all three religions,
and of the Covenant (old and new “and we better understand the
difference”), “there is no difference” same Law/same Covenant but now, post
the prophet Jesus, this same Covenant will be placed in us by HIM, (Hebrews
8:9-10), thus, God has called all of “us” by virtue of the above text alone if
nothing else in scripture to us this truth, but this my friend is the Gospel
theme; “obey and live disobey and die and Jesus past and present wants to
help us live, always has (Deut. Chapters 30, 5&6), it’s that black and white,
how much clearer can the Bible as a whole be? (Remember Rev.22:14)
Mohamad called Jesus rightfully a prophet, enough said.
The Roman Catholic Church, accept Jesus as a prophet yes, but they have their
own so called prophets and priests, even the so claimed “Vicar of god on
earth" the Pope, but the first one cannot be Peter, why? “Because of this
text” speaking of Gods people as people of the Covenant, particularly because
of the 7th day S-Abba-th that God Set but, they have changed to the first thus
breaching one of Gods commandments, being His heart’s desire we
discovered, but if we willfully (Hebrews 10:26-29) deny Him His worship even
our prayers are an abomination, its true. (Proverbs 28:9)
James is perfectly clear on this subject of Gods Law=Covenant=(10
Commandments being the Covenant inside the ark of the Covenant), and
there is no argument with this, save throwing James gospel out of the
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cannoned Bible, along with Matthew, including all of Johns writings, and
especially Revelations despite the Lords warnings of doing so.
All these men including the beloved one, and the brother of Jesus, James, who
wrote under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit “if we, (and that includes all
mankind, all religions and especially the big three “Abrahamic” religions), if we
or if anyone breaks even one Covenant, or changes or omits even one letter or
number of any commandment, they’ve broken them all” and the context is
obvious what commandments, (James 2:10-14) what works and Law James is
speaking of.
And Christ predicted “as the prophet HE was”, that not one jot or tittle shall
be removed (obviously by Him or anyone associated with Him or His our
Father) nothing will be removed from Gods Law “until heaven and earth pass”
that doesn’t happen till He comes again, we read, and not only that, but when
the Lord made the law, He said it was to last for 1000 generations and friend,
that’s like saying forever so to speak.
Just saying…..
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